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Coos Forest Protective Association 
Centennial Celebration 
 
It is truly an honor to serve as the District Manager during the centennial of the Coos  
Forest Protective Association.  I have had the pleasure of working in this capacity for the 
past eight years, and have been connected to CFPA for over two decades. I have worked  
for fire protection associations for 35 years, roughly 70 percent of my life.  Like many suc-
cessful organizations, the secret to our success revolves around three things:  PEOPLE and 
the relationships we share; PASSION for the protection we provide; and fulfilling the MIS-
SION of serving all our landowners within the district.  
 
CFPA was established in 1910 by a group of landowners with one common goal; protect 
their resources from ever-occurring destructive fires.  Obviously, fighting fires 100 years ago 
was quite a bit different than today.  In the early days, lookouts were tasked to not only spot 
the fires, but would leave their posts, hike for miles over rough terrain, and ultimately put the 
fire out.  Very different from today, but the MISSION has remained the same, save the  
resources by putting the fire out as small as possible. 
 
The ability to diversify and meet the challenges that were presented, is a testament to the 
people who have served CFPA over the past 10 decades.  The landowners’ need for 
resource protection has manifested into a team approach from the representing Board of  
Directors to the employees on the ground assisting with the fire suppression needs.   
 
Countless employees have worked for CFPA.  The success of this Association has been 
and will continue to be the men and women who have scratched the soil with shovels and 
hoes and have managed the operations and procedures.  Many of these people have spent 
their entire careers sporting the CFPA patch and state fire warden badge.  Their commit-
ment and passion has helped mold CFPA into the strong Association that it is today.  They 
have embodied the true spirit of teamwork, leadership and commitment to fulfilling the  
MISSION.  Without a doubt, it is the PEOPLE with the PASSION that makes me and this 
Association proud to celebrate 100 years of fire protection.   
 
For everyone who has come before me, thank you very much for your commitment to the 
Association.  For those currently working for CFPA, I look forward to the many new chal-
lenges that I’m sure will be met with great success in the coming years. 
 
Keep’em small. 
 
Michael E. Robison 
District Manager 
Coos Forest Protective Association 



 

2010 Board of Directors 
 

Officers 
 
President     Jim Carr   Menasha Forest Products Corporation 
Vice President    Jeff Miller  Moore Mill  &  Lumber Company 
Secretary-Treasurer  John Bagoy Coos Forest Protective Association 

 

Directors 
 
Boyd Arnot     Al Peirce Company  
Jim Carr      Menasha Forest Products Corporation 
Virgil Frazier    South Coast Lumber Company 
Jake Gibbs     Lone Rock Timber Company 
Jeff Miller     Moore Mill & Lumber Company 
Doug Soules    Weyerhaeuser Company 
Mark Wall     Roseburg Resources Company 
Charlie Waterman  Grazing Industry 
Steve Wickham   Plum Creek Timberlands  LP 

2010 Advisory Members 
 

Advisors 
 
Mike Dykzeul    Oregon Forest Industries Council 
M J Harvie     United States Forest Service 
Mark Johnson    Bureau of Land Management 
Dan Shults     Oregon Department of Forestry 
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Membership List 
 

Member Acreage 

Al Peirce Company 13697.29 

Blanco, Inc 446.90 

BLM 246910.00 

Charlie and Sharon Waterman Trust 513.56 

Coos Bay—North Bend Water Board 3085.15 

Coos County 16306.48 

Coquille Tribal Lands 6553.00 

Crook Timberlands, LLC 8427.53 

Douglas County Lands 3706.47 

G-3 Ranches #1 319.95 

G-3 Ranches #2 786.63 

Hildebrand Ranches, LLC 267.48 

Lone Rock Timber Company 26860.31 

Lowell Family Trust 80.00 

McKenzie Livestock, LLC 340.00 

Menasha Forest Products 118238.80 

Moore Mill & Lumber Company 43568.97 

Morrill and Sons, LP 1528.70 

Plum Creek Timberlands, LLC 176367.87 

River Bend Resources Company 21401.83 

Roseburg Resources Company, Smith River 60716.04 

Roseburg Resources Company, Umpqua 15603.41 

Seneca Timber Company 4054.82 

South Coast Lumber Company 97079.06 

Weyerhaeuser Company 155449.68 
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The Creation of  
Coos County Fire Patrol 

 

   Two men with a vision, both lumber experts, both accounting experts, and both business 
men, employed a way to save money for all timber owners in Coos County by creating a fire 
prevention association.  
   The idea was for the timber owners to pay a tax to the Coos County Tax Association and 
those taxes would go to a fund used to offset costs of forest fires on all lands combined, cre-
ating a membership. This would lower the cost for each timber owner as the full cost of the 
fire would not be suffered entirely by the timber owner with the fire, but rather by all mem-
bers of the association. 
    As land and timber owners themselves, the very large losses caused from forest fires had 
become an expensive acceptance with timber owners. Timber companies were at the mercy 
of the weather, the landscape, and the lack of resources. Limited trails and roads, little to no 
telephonic communications, not enough manpower, combined with enormity of the timber, 
caused fires to grow turning to mass destruction of timber. These timber companies, many 
times, had to stand back and wait for the rains to put these huge fires out. This resulted in 
reduction of production, lost income, fatalities, exhaustion, and on some occasions loss of  
an entire forested area.  
   On a buying trip to Minnesota, Mr. Adelsperger and Mr. Conrad witnessed first hand an 
organized tax group using taxes collected to offset the cost of forest fires, thus protecting 
timber, which greatly minimized the destruction of timber and eased up the work load for 
employees, thereby allowing for increased production. This in turn reduced losses for timber 
owners and had became a very successful program.  
   They brought this idea to the attention of the timber owners of Coos County. The compa-
nies all agreed that this would probably work and put their plan in motion. With an arrange-
ment to pay into a fund one cent per acre owned, the money could be used to battle blazes, 
improve communications, and have a full staff dedicated entirely for fire fighting. 
 
     

                                                Coos County Timber Visionaries 
    Mr. A.E. [Gus] Adelsperger                                                              Mr. W.J. Conrad 
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                                                Coos County Timber Visionaries 
    Mr. A.E. [Gus] Adelsperger                                                              Mr. W.J. Conrad 

   Armed with cost figures, a workable plan, the backing of the landowners, 
and Mr. Adelsperger and Mr. Conrad to manage the funds, the by-laws, and 
the budget, they gathered a group of representatives and headed to Portland 
Oregon to have this association approved.  
   On April 9, 1910 – Coos County Fire Patrol Association was organized and 
named as such.  
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The Organization of Coos County Fire Patrol Association 
 
 
   At the start of this Association, an assessment of .005 cents per acre was agreed  
upon by the timber owners of Coos County. The boundaries of Coos County Fire  
Patrol Association encompassed just a small western portion of Douglas County and all of 
Coos County. There were 26 timber owners in the assessment rolls. The fund was used to 
employ the staff of Coos County Fire Patrol for the sole purpose of combating forest fires.  
   To effectively battle the forest fires, it became apparent that trails, communications,  
fire fighting equipment, man power, viewing towers, warden cabins, as well as  
public awareness were in great need. With the aftermath of very large fires in Montana  
and Idaho that occurred in 1910 and destroyed over 1,250,000 acres of timber, the  
Coos County timber owners came to the decision of keeping the Forest Patrol and  
funding it themselves. Evidence was growing as to the effectiveness of this fire fighting  
association and their ability to provide protection, thus allowing the timber owners to  
concentrate on their business – logging. 
   The city, and all the communities around Coos Bay were involved with the Association. 
Men were hired from all over Coos County with the intention of the men residing in the ar-
eas that they were charged with patrolling. This was done with the reasoning that re-
sponse would be quicker from various locations throughout Coos County rather then all 
personnel being in one locale. The men would also be familiar with the locale they live 
within and have a relationship with the public, if the need arose for the dispatching of the 
public to assist in fire fighting. 
   The term “Fire Season” had become a phrase that was used yearly to alert the timber 
owners of prominent danger to rising temperatures and lack of precipitation. Generally,  
fire season would be put into place on July 15th and run a course of several months, usu-
ally ending between September 10th and the 15th. During the hot, dry periods, as much as 
20 to 30 men were employed as fire fighters. When deployed to a fire, Coos County Fire  
Patrol employees along with loggers, timber owners, ranchers, and city folk would fight the 
fires for 16-20 hrs a day, and for periods as long as 40 days with no time off. In retrospect, 
time off could not be granted due to the enormity of the fires and the damages that would 
occur. With minimal resources available, fire fighters had to push hard to encapsulate a 
fire and control the damage to timber. 
   During quiet periods of very little or no fire activity, Coos County Fire Patrol men would 
be cutting trails to improve access to timber lands and building telephone lines. These 
lines were put in place and owned by the Association, used by ranchers, loggers, timber 
owners and Association personnel for the reporting of forest fires. Ranches were permitted 
to use these telephones lines for free with the condition that they reported fires to Coos 
County Fire Patrol when a fire was spotted. This system proved to be effective, and contin-
ued for many years. 
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Coos County Fire Patrol Association Office, Rm 200 and Coos County Tax Association,  
Rm 201 & 202 Offices were in this J.S. Coke Building [second building on the right]  

Coos County Fire Patrol Association used this warehouse on Fourth Street  
for the storage of fire equipment, trail tools, and telephone line supplies 
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An ad placed in the Coquille Sentinel An ad placed in Marshfield Sun 

  “Owing to the damage which might occur, special precautions should be taken by hunt-
ers, ranchers, and others who go out into the woods to see that all fires are put out be-
fore leaving them, as more destructive fires are reported from this source alone than 
from any other.” 
 
A.E. Adelsperger 
Coos County Fire Patrol  
Unknown Newspaper  
Quote 1910 
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1910 Events  
 

 Coos County Fire Patrol Bi-Laws created in May 1910 
 Coos County Fire Patrol Constitution created in May 1910 
 Fire Season begins on July 15 
 Membership is 26 Timber Owners 
 A number of very small fires, with no timber damage 
 One 20 acre fire, on western Douglas County lands 
 Paycheck was stamped with this statement, ‘You get this check because Oregon  
    has timber. Promote forest Protection and share the gain.” 
 Assessment is one cent per acre owned 
 Protected acres is 448,775 
 Value of timber in Coos County is $15,461,795 
 Prevention program is instituted with school campaigns and mailing of literature 
 It is noted the largest cause of forest fires is campfires by hunters and ranchers 
 



 

“Everyone should bear in mind the 
necessity of conserving our forests, 
as they are without question our 
greatest asset and should they be 
destroyed this community would suf-
fer a loss from which it would be hard 
to recover.” 
 
A.E. Adelsperger 
Coos County Fire Patrol   
Board of Directors  
Unknown Newspaper  

1910  
Board of Directors 

 A.W. Rees 

 E.H Cheney 

 L.J. Simpson 

 A.H. Powers 

 A.E. Adelsperger 

 George Finley 

President 

 A.W. Rees 

 G.W. Finley 

Secretary 

 A.E. Adelsperger 

 W.J. Conrad 

District Warden 

 A.E. Crouch 
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1910 Events  
 

 Coos County Fire Patrol Bi-Laws created in May 1910 
 Coos County Fire Patrol Constitution created in May 1910 
 Fire Season begins on July 15 
 Membership is 26 Timber Owners 
 A number of very small fires, with no timber damage 
 One 20 acre fire, on western Douglas County lands 
 Paycheck was stamped with this statement, ‘You get this check because Oregon  
    has timber. Promote forest Protection and share the gain.” 
 Assessment is one cent per acre owned 
 Protected acres is 448,775 
 Value of timber in Coos County is $15,461,795 
 Prevention program is instituted with school campaigns and mailing of literature 
 It is noted the largest cause of forest fires is campfires by hunters and ranchers 
 

1910 Changes 
 
 Mr. Rees resigned as Association President for inability to    
    attend meetings 
 Coos County Fire Patrol office located in 200 Room of  
    Coke Building 
 Western Douglas County was placed under Coos Fire     
    Patrol boundaries, all lands west of range eight. 
 The Northern portion of Curry County was placed under   
    Coos Fire Patrol boundaries, all lands North of Sixes    
    River. 
 Forested land in Coos County becomes very popular,  
    sales of lands with timber increases dramatically 
 The installation of telephone lines has begun, and Coos  
    County Fire Patrol Association has control over these lines 
 



 

American Lumberman         June 7, 1910 
“Coos Bay Region Forest Fire Patrol Organi-
zations” 
[ as taken from newspaper article ] 
 

The timber owners of Coos Bay Region are 
working together closely in an associated 
effort to prevent the destruction of the for-
ests by fire and is also looking after the 
matter of taxes on timber lands.  

The Coos County Tax Association is cop-
ied after a similar organization in Minne-
sota and Wisconsin. The  Coos County Tax 
Association is managed by President  A.E. 
Adelsperger and Secretary W.L. Conrad. 

The Coos County Fire Patrol Association 
which did very effective work in preventing 
injury to timber from forest fires, is getting 
in better shape than ever before. 

Coos County Fire Patrol Association has 
26 members on its Tax Levy Records in 
1910. The largest timber owners on the 
levy are: 

Oregon and California Railroad Com-
pany with 121,000 acres, Southern Ore-
gon Company with 81,938 acres, C.A. 
Smith Timber Company with 80,422 
acres, Weyerhaeuser Land Company 
with 27,905, Simpson Lumber Com-
pany with 26,652 acres, Menasha 
Woodenware Company with 22,528 
acres, Pillsbury Lumber Company with 
21,440 acres. 

It should be noted that the Coos County 
Fire Patrol Association, and the Coos 
County Tax Association are two separate 
Associations. The Fire Patrol is funded 
through the Tax Association. 

 

Logger Chopping Giant Douglas Fir 

Destruction From Fire 
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Oregonian        December 7, 1911 
AID OF ALL ASKED TO SHIELD 
TIMBER 
[ as taken from newspaper article ] 
 

“West of the Rocky Mountains, we 
have a priceless treasure. In that 
area there are 800,000,000,000 
feet of timber, amounting to 50 per 
cent of the total standing timber in 
the United States.” said Mr. Long, 
“This will be sufficient to supply all 
demands for the next 100 years at 
the present rate of cutting. Fully 80 
percent of the revenue from this 
resource remains in the several 
states for labor and cost….” 

“The Pacific Northwest has every 
cause for felicitation as a result of 
the earnest, hearty, co-operation by 
the Government, State, Forest Fire 
Associations, and Railroads in safe-
guarding timber resources by pro-
viding protection from forest fires.” 
Mr. Long stated. 
 
This was a conference in Portland 
for the purpose of protecting all the 
Northwest from Forest Fires. This 
led to major changes within a five 
state region in implementing plans 
to minimize fire damage to timber. 

 

Giant Douglas Fir 

Destruction From Fire 
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News and Events 
 
1911  

 State of Oregon enacts State Laws with heavy penalties for those that violate the fire   
    laws 

 Coos County Fire Patrol institutes cash prizes of $50.00 for essay contests 

 Ranchers and loggers are given free use of telephone line in return for the reporting of  
    forest fires 

 Board of Forestry created, Francis A. Elliott was elected first State Forester 

 Large amount of destroyed timber in Douglas County given there is no protection  
    association in that area 

 Coos residents are beginning to show interest in the work of the Association 

 Newspapers are used as a prevention tool 
   
  
 
1912  
 With the creation of Douglas County Fire Patrol, timber owners that have interests  
    in both counties are now much more protected 
 No fires in Coos County Fire Patrol boundaries 
 Coos County Fire Patrol boundaries changed to only include lands in Coos County 
 Assessments were 1 cent per acre 
 
 
 
1913  
 Oregon enacts a law that all timber landowners will provide an efficient and adequate  
    fire patrol of their lands 
 Coos County Patrol raises assessment values to 2 cents per acre, deemed necessary  
    in order to reduce the fire hazards 
 The new fire patrol law went into effect increasing membership from 41 to 209  
    members, and from 272,821 acres to 383,392 acres 
 Noted that newspaper campaigns are beginning to have an effect on prevention from  
    fire 
 An agreement between US Forest Service and Coos County Fire Patrol to assist each  
    other in patrolling of lands  
 Suggested that cabins be built in locales of the wardens and lookouts for prompt  
    reporting of fires 
 Suggested that a full time logging inspector be hired for the inspections of logging  
    companies moving inland to the heart of the district, which will undoubtedly increase  
    the fire hazard 
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  “This “annual” report is neces-
sarily very brief, in view of the 
fact that there are no fires to 
report, which is, of course, very 
gratifying to our members. I 
trust we will meet with as good 
success during the coming 
season. We have now per-
fected a very efficient organi-
zation.” 
 
A.E. [Gus] Adelsperger 
CCFPA Secretary 
1912 Annual Report 

Telephone Line Installation Training  

  “I would also suggest that during the coming year, 
the work of building additional trails, burning fire traps and 
erecting telephone lines be continued. In order to attain the 
greatest efficiency in our work, This is absolutely essential, 
as with out trails, telephonic communication and the elimi-
nation of the fire trap menace. We cannot expect to secure 
quick and satisfactory results in the event of a general con-
flagration.” 
   
 A.E. Crouch 
CCFPA Chief Fire Warden 
1913 Annual Report 

  “It is gratifying to note the increased 
interest being taken in this work by the 
local residents. Heretofore we have 
been greatly handicapped by the 
carelessness of people who appar-
ently did not realize the seriousness of 
forest fires. Owing to the publicity 
campaigns which have been carried 
on in the newspapers and mailing of 
literature, we find a different feeling 
now exists among a majority of the 
residents and that we can rely upon 
their assistance in this work.” 
 
A.E. [Gus] Adelsperger 
CCFPA Secretary 
1911 Annual Report 

Building Trail 
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A large Western Forestry and Conservation  
Association conference to gather Dec 4 and 5.  
  “The general object of this conference is the ex-
change of experience and suggestions in the practi-
cal work of fire fighting and patrol and to develop 
some systematic and constant cooperation between 
private, State and Federal Agencies”  
  “Our allied associations in five Pacific states have 
already spent hundreds of thousands of dollars per 
year in this work, but we want to utilize every means 
to make it more effective and to enlist further help 
from the lumbermen and the public” 
 
A.L. Flewelling of Spokane—President 
Western Forestry and Conservation Association 
Coos Bay Times 1911 

  “ Under the present assess-
ment timber is taxed at its actual 
market value while town lots are 
assessed at about one quarter 
of their market value. Condi-
tions would seem to show that 
the large timber holdings had 
been discriminated against and 
the small holders favored.” 
  “Some timber owned by large  
companies was assessed at a 
higher value than the timber 
held by small owners in adjoin-
ing sections of equal value.” 
 
W.J. Conrad 
CCFPA Secretary 
Coquille Sentinel 1911 
 

“There has been less loss this year  
from fires within the jurisdiction of this  
association than in the territory of any  
other fire fighting organization in  
the state.” 
 
W.J. Conrad 
CCFPA Secretary 
Coos Bay Times 1912 

Attention of Government Forest Department 
Employees has been attracted by the plan 
adopted by W.J. Conrad, secretary of Coos 
County Fire Patrol Association to interest the 
school children of this county in the matter of 
Fire Protection. Mr. Conrad launched a plan of 
offering cash prizes for the best essays written 
on the subject of Forest Fire Protection. Mr. 
Conrad has received a letter from the supervisor 
of The Trinity National Forest in California ask-
ing for details of the plan with a view of carrying 
out a similar plan in that locality. 
 
Coos Bay Times 1912 
 

New Tax Assessment Law 
 
With tax equalization as the major purpose of the reason for tax law change,  
some vital reform has come into being. Water rights and water powers, culti-
vated and uncultivated lands, quality and similarity will be taken into consid-
eration for the purpose of assessment values. It is also stated that the tax 
will now be collected from the County Treasurer rather than the Sherriff. All 
assessment taxes will be paid by April 1, it abolishes the 3 cent rebate, and 
lowers penalties. This new law also gives the County Assessor more power 
in the assessment of lands. 
 
Oregonian 1913 
Coos Bay Times 1913 

News Print 
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Dated 1914 
Coos County boundary changes now include  
Western Douglas County and Northern Curry County 

Used between 1912-1930 
Agreement Contract for protection of 
lands within Coos County Fire Patrol 
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News and Events 
 
1914  
 By law, timber owners needed to maintain a fire patrol equal to that maintained by at  
    least 50 percent of the timber owners in the same locale 
 A boundary change occurred, giving the Association responsibility for lands in Douglas   
    County west of Range 8. This change was necessary due to the Coast Range  
    Mountains 
 A second boundary change occurred with the State Board of Forestry arranging for the    
    Association’s patrolling of lands in Curry County, North of Sixes River 
 Coos County Fire Patrol entered into an agreement with United States Forest Service  
    for the patrolling of Oregon and California Land Company within its boundaries 
 The increase in boundaries has increased patrol areas by 100,000 acres, thereby  
    causing an increase in staffing 
 To create a better feeling with timber owners, it is decided that men employed by  
    Coos County Fire Patrol will be hired from an area where they reside because they are     
    familiar with their locale 
 State Board of Forestry begins supplying CCFPA with badges, data, supplies, and  
    forms 
 Railroads are beginning to build into the heartland of the territory protected by Coos  
    County Fire Patrol, which in effect has begun to increase the number of fires in this  
    territory 
 
 
 
1915  
 Consideration on relinquishing the lands in Northern Douglas County, but continuing   
    patrol in Western Douglas County and Northern Curry County 
 Begin using advertising novelties and pamphlets to distribute throughout the county,   
    continue to supply newspapers with information of work done by Coos County Fire  
    Patrol 
 Coos County Fire Patrol divided into two districts 
 Coos County Fire Patrol and United States Forest Service enter into another  
    agreement to assist each other in monitoring and patrolling of lands adjacent to each    
    stated agency 
 
 
 
1916   
 Turned over portions of our protection boundaries, lands in T19,20,21,22 South and  
    R9,10,11,12,13 West, to Gardiner Mill Company of Gardiner, as they were in better  
    position to handle this territory 
 The whole month of October turned extremely hot and dry, first signs of the east winds    
    effect toward old burns on the Coast 
 Publicity continues as this proves effective in prevention 
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  “There are of course a number of timber owners who do not give us their support, but we 
believe eventually they will see the wisdom of co-operation and assist us in conducting a 
patrol which will meet with the approval of all concerned. The State Law providing for com-
pulsory fire protection has been of great benefit to us, and the State Board of Forestry has 
also made every effort to co-operate with us and have rendered us very valuable assis-
tance.” 
 
W.J. Conrad 
CCFPA Secretary 
1915 Annual Report 

  “The Patrol Stations were the same as in 
past years and I endeavor to employ the 
same Patrolmen who were employed last 
year, as a majority of them gave excellent 
satisfaction and were familiar with the ter-
ritory.” 
 
 A.E. Crouch 
CCFPA Chief Fire Warden 
1916 Annual Report 
 

1916 New car driven by patrol association employee 

 “We still continue the work of education 
and publicity. We enlist the aid of the daily 
and weekly newspapers throughout this 
locality, and supply them with the data  
relative to the work which we are doing 
and the good which can be accomplished 
by cooperating with us in the protection of 
our timber resources.” 
 
W.J. Conrad 
CCFPA Secretary 
1914 Annual Report 
 

Change from chain to worm drive 1914 
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On account of extreme dryness and  
consequent numerous fires all over the  
state, the Oregon Forest Fire Association  
has issued a call to all Fire Patrol  
Associations to join in a request to  
Governor West to cut the hunting season.  
Coos County Fire Patrol received a  
telegram stating it would be good policy  
to ask the governor to declare the hunting  
season closed. This action is being taken  
by other associations all through the  
timbered sections. This action was  
prompted by the carelessness of the  
hunters in allowing their campfires  to 
start conflagrations. 
 
The Evening Record 1914 
 

Get Into Trouble  
Is What Fire Setters Are Certain To Do 
 
  Governor Withycombe will lend assis-
tance to the State Forester in bringing to 
time the offenders against Forest Fire 
Laws. 
  “So far as may be necessary I certainly 
shall be disposed to co-operate in every  
way I can with the State Forester and the  
timber owners. It will be my aim to bring  
this class of law violators to speedy jus-
tice.” 
 
Governor Withycombe 
Quote taken from Newspaper Article 
Coquille Valley Sentinel 
August 1915 
 

Timber Selling Sure To Be Active 
 
  “Timber holders are going to have  
opportunities to sell their holdings  
during the coming year. For there is  
a very surprising inquiry being negotiated.  
I look for the biggest activity to be in  
Coos County.” 
 
W.J. Conrad 
Medford Recorder 1916 
 

News Print 

It is true that the loss by fire in this dis-
trict covered by this association was less 
than in any similar district in the state it 
is a loud call to similar action in every 
other timbered region, for the means are  
simple and the cost insignificant indeed 
in proportion to the service rendered.  
First of all, its money is spent in cutting  
trails through untraversable forests to  
make all outlying and secluded districts  
accessible to the rangers. Then it  
extends telephone lines far and near,  
that incipient fires may be reported  
before they become dangerous.  
No longer watching hopelessly the  
advance of the smoke clouds, high in  
the air. The isolated family calls for an  
expert and efficient help, and the fire  
fighters are quickly summoned to  
their aid. 
 
Portland Journal 1914 
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A Forecaster preparing to travel to a fire camp, 
circa 1920  

The Weather Bureau started 
doing forecasts specifically for 
the fire weather community in 
1914. In 1916, the first “mobile” 
weather unit was deployed to a 
fire.  This mobile unit consisted 
of a forecaster and a team of 
horses carrying his weather 
equipment to the field to support 
firefighters. It soon became ap-
parent that having a forecaster 
at the incident was a big plus for 
both planning and safety.  

Rainfall Chart 
Rainfall amounts recorded back to 1902 
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Weather Chart 1925 
Records Temperature, Humidity, and 

Barometric Pressure  



 

News and Events 
 
1917  
 First year Fire Lookouts are manned, total of 4 Federal Lookouts, through The Weeks Law  
    Appropriation 
 First Association vehicle is purchased, A.E. Crouch used it to better keep in touch with the many    
    Wardens within the district 
 A meeting was held among various agencies to thoroughly go over the plan for the coming  
    season and to outline a more cooperative patrol for the years to come 
 Extremely heavy winds and snow caused a significant amount of windfall, which required much  
    more than the normal amount of work for the patrolmen, however all of this work was done before   
    the beginning of the Fire Season 
 Suggested that telephone lines and trails be put into place in the Tioga Area, given the density   
    of the landscape and the fire risk 
 
 
1918 
 It is discovered that as the lands become more logged off, the fire danger increases due to the  
    debris left behind 
 This year the Association started receiving Weather Bulletins from the Oregon Forest Fire  
    Association, in which it is a member 
 Airplane materials becomes one of the major markets within the logging industry, these  
    operations leave large amounts of debris behind as it is a selective logging process 
 Wardens are going through slash left behind and cutting ties, poles, and posts out of suitable  
    materials before burning 
 An agreement is being worked out with the Forest Service for a larger and better telephone  
    communication system 
 The Association now has auto trucks for transporting men and tools to fires, and with roads in  
    place this allows much better access and quicker response 
 Coos County Fire Patrol now has 152 members 
 
 
1919  
 CCFPA experienced severe and unusual electrical storms, which started 11 fires in the Tioga  
    District, all controlled easily but one, the Tioga Fire which had an expense of $17,436.39 
 This past season was exceedingly harder than normal to get firefighters  
 The membership now stands at 162 
 District is officially divided into two, Northern End with an Assistant Warden, and Southern End  
    with the Chief Warden patrolling said ends of district, the Chief Warden being responsible for the  
    district as a whole  
 The Association purchased a Ford car, and this has proved beneficial in the better patrolling of  
    the district as a whole 
 District begins noting actual causes of fires and related expenses for such 
 Since the recommendation back in 1917, and the Tioga Fire that occurred this year, we have  
    received our telephone line and will begin trail building in Tioga District 
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  “In any event as time goes on there is much to be done by this association to protect  
the forests from fire and it behooves each and every member, and all owners of timber  
to continue their interest in the work and make a stronger and more efficient organization” 
 
                                                                                                    
                            

  “During the latter part of September and the entire month of October, only a trace of rain was 
recorded, and as is usual after the first light rains, the most dangerous part of the season con-
fronted us. Our Wardens were kept very busy during this time until November 2

nd
 when heavy 

rain ended the season.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1917 Annual Report 

  “We believe all owners of timber are aware of the fact the fire risk to timber is becoming 
greater each year and therefore the cost for protection is increasing and of course the cost of 
protection is added to by the present higher cost of both labor and supplies” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1919 Annual Report 

1920’s Warden Cabin 

1920’s Lookout Cabin 

Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1918 Annual Report 
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Oregon Firm Buys Big Timber Tract 
 
Negotiations have been closed for 
what is the largest timber deal that 
has been made in this section for the 
past 10 years. A large holding of  
Gardiner Mill Company has been 
bought by A.E. Adelsperger, and W.J. 
Conrad of Marshfield who own and 
operate a timber purchasing firm in  
Marshfield. This purchase also in-
cluded A.E. Bradford of Wisconsin. 
This deal was said to be over a half a 
million dollars and includes the largest 
tract of spruce in Southwestern Ore-
gon. This tract is scattered about the 
Umpqua River location and now that it 
has changed hands will more than 
likely become available for the local 
lumber mills. 
 
Oregon Journal 1919 

News Print 

Wonderful Changes Have Taken  
Place In That Small Piece of Ground  
That Is Called Bunker Hill 
 
One of the recommendations is the fair 
manner in which the help has been treated 
and the fair wages paid right from the start. 
In every action of the management they 
wanted good help and was willing to pay the 
best wages and make surroundings favor-
able. The management believes that men 
treated fairly and paid good wages with 
good working conditions is a profitable in-
vestment. Under such conditions the medio-
cre man becomes an expert and just natu-
rally speeds up. If you take an interest in the 
welfare of the workmen, you can see that 
they appreciate this in the manner that they 
work. 
 
Newspaper Article 
Unknown Newspaper 1918 
 
( It should be noted that Adelsperger and  
Conrad used this philosophy in all their  
business ventures ) 
 

Loggers at Randolph, Coos Co. Early 1900’s 

Installing telephone lines Late 1900,s 
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 Burn Permit Book from 1918 

Forest Law Handbook 1917-1918 
This book was only 16 pages  
and measured 3” wide x 6” tall 

1918  Burn Permit  
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New and Events 
 
1920 
 O&C Lands and Coos Bay Wagon Road are owned by BLM, protected by Federal Forest  
    Service, contracted to Coos County Fire Patrol Association for patrolling and protection from    
    fire 
 Fire Season pushed back one month due to heavy rains, started in July 
 
 
1921 
 Myrtle Point Eckley telephone lines have been connected to Siskiyou National Forest at Big  
    Creek Station, further connects at Sixes River, then Smith Powers Camp #7, all of this connects  
    CCFPA with Grants Pass 
 Telephone lines from Powers to Johnson Mt. connecting CCFPA with Federal Forest Service  
    and ties together Rogue River, Grants Pass, Mount Bolliver Lookout, Eden Ridge, Gold Mt.,     
    Long Prairie, Doe Swamp, and Bridge 
 Investigations have begun, looking into the so-called selective logging in operations, causing a  
    menace to the district for the slashings left behind which creates extreme fire hazard conditions 
 State Forester assists with controlling menaces from selective logging by requiring these  
    operations to pile and burn slash or spot burn upon finalization of operation 
 Trails are being built to allow for passing of horses on the Callahan Trail up the divide of  
    Williams River and Coos River. Also trails were opened up on Sugarloaf Mt., Brushes Prairie    
    and Elk Creek 
 
 
1922 
 Coos County Fire Patrol in agreement with the State of Oregon has taken on the patrolling of an  
    additional 117,835 acres 
 Wardens who own cars begin to use them for patrolling and are reimbursed $25.00 a month in  
    their pay checks 
 August marked 77 names on the payroll, extra hands were paid 40 to 50 cents per hour 
 Coos County Fire Patrol has purchased from Coos Bay Lumber Company their equity in the  
    Eden and Eckley Telephone Line 
 State Representative P.S. King along with District Warden Thomas make visits to logging  
    operations for the purpose of slashing disposal 
 
 
1923 
 The membership increasing due to taking in new members, an increase from 296,764 to  
    314,316 acres 
 The employment of an Enforcement Officer has done much good in the enforcement of Forest  
    Fire Laws, this past term has marked twenty arrests and convictions of violators of the Fire Laws 
 Due to enforcement, applications for permits to burn have increased considerably 
 The Tioga Trail has been moved from Brummit Creek to Middle Creek. It was found that Middle  
    Creek was the best location for trail and line into Tioga, however the Brummit Creek Trail will  
    remain open to allow for extra outlets in this hazardous territory known as Tioga 
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  ‘‘Considerable assistance was received from the Oregon Fire Association and the Western 
Forestry and Conservation Association through the Manager C.S. Chapman, especially in the 
purchase of telephone and other equipment, and the furnishing of weather bulletins, signs and 
posters.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1920 Annual Report 

  “Generally this past season has been very suc-
cessful due to the better co-operation of the public 
in regards to fires in the forests and also to the 
splendid assistance given by State Forester, F.A. 
Elliott, and the Federal Forest Service.” 
 
J.M. Thomas 
CCFPA District Warden 
1921 Annual Report 

  “Probably the district’s driest time of the year was 
just before July 4. At this time the woods were very 
dry, due to a long period of warm dry winds. Some 
of the fires broke out at this time, but all were con-
trolled with small loss of timber.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1922 Annual Report 

  “Much good has resulted from this work, applications for permits to burn has increased, log-
gers were more careful in complying with the laws for spark arresters, and the clearing away 
from their donkeys, as well as the burning of slashings, and it is our belief, the work should be 
carried on in the coming season in order to reap the benefits of the work already done.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1923 Annual Report 

1922 The Millicoma State Forest  
under protection from fire with  

Coos County Fire Patrol Association 
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In the Douglas Fir Region of western Oregon and Washington,  
the timber report states, before the advent of white man, 28,000,000  
acres of forest land though this was not all commercial timber.  
Thirty percent of this acreage has been burned over by forest fires,  
such that the amount of timber available for use is much below  
what it might have been if every acre contained a normal stand  
spared by fire. 
 
Unknown Newspaper 
Unknown Date 

As reported by Mr. W.J. Conrad of Coos County Fire Patrol, 
“We are closing up another fire season.” 

Toward the latter part of the season the woods were unusually  
dry for this part of the state and a larger patrol than usual was  
needed. There were a number of fires, which had been put out.  
Not over half a million feet of timber was lost during the season . 
In fact the Association has not had any loss to speak of for the  
past four years.  

The telephone lines have been extended to all parts of the  
county and a thorough trail system has been maintained so that  
all the timber districts can be reached quickly and when fires  
started the telephones made it possible for wardens to report  
and call for aid.  

The cost of protection given by the Association was about  
2 cents an acre. A total of about $8,000.00 dollars was expended  
but in doing so hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of timber  
were protected.  

The association now numbers 400 timber owners representing  
about 500,000 acres of land including the holdings of O & C. 
 
Unknown Newspaper 1920 

News Print 

Pack mule and 
crew headed up to 
lookout early 1920’s 
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1924 Telephone Line Agreements 
Kentuck Telephone Line and  
Stout Lumber Company 

1924 Deed to Telephone Line and 
a Land Patrol Agreement with the 
Forest Service 

1922 Sketching  
of a trail and  

telephone lines  
that are to be  

established by the 
crews in the  

Coos Mt. Area 
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News and Events 
 
1924 
 This year was one which is regarded as having been the longest and driest on record, we were  
    extremely fortunate in not having more serious fires 
 Considerable space given to CCFPA in all newspapers concerning fire danger levels this season  
    within the district 
 Trails into Tioga from Middle Creek prove more beneficial than trails from Brummit Creek, the  
    telephone line has been put in on Middle Creek and also proved even more satisfactory than  
    Brummit Creek 
 The Association buys the Kentuck Inlet Telephone Line from Anderson and Gilbertson, and im-    
    proves our connection with the Coos River Telephone Company and extends it to Allegany 
 Arrangement made with Stout Lumber Company to connect with their line, and deeded to them 
    the same in return with an exchange of $600.00 paid to the Association 
 Bradford Culver Timber Company granted Coos County Fire Patrol a permit to erect a  
    headquarters cabin in the Camas Valley Territory  
 
 
1925                                                   
 Fire Patrol Laws were greatly strengthened by acts of Legislature in that they added Section 8972,    
    Timber Land Defined 
 Some returning wardens supplied their own automobiles and covered a considerable amount of  
    territory 
 New (outlooks) lookouts, Signal Tree and Dutchman were established, with Dutchman being a  
    cooperative lookout with Douglas County Fire Patrol, and both lookouts were completely enclosed  
    in glass and equipped with an Osborne Fire Finder and telephone lines for a more efficient patrol 
 Three new cabins have been erected without any extra cost to the Association, one on Bone Mt.,  
    one on Doe Swamp, one in Tioga 
 State Board of Forestry came for a visit, an inspection of selective logging slashing, and to con- 
    duct a town hall meeting. This all proved to be very successful and was further decided that  
    slashing from selective logging will be burned in the fall, with the possibility of spring burning when  
    safe and feasible  
 The Board of Directors expressed that since last season had heavy expenses that it would be best  
    to do little improvements this season 
 
 
1926 
 There is an expressed belief that this is the hottest fire season since 1910 with 120 days of no  
    rain, the forests became exceedingly dry, with the possibility of a fire breaking out at any time 
 First tax roll check-up in years, finding an increase to contributing acreage of 140,000 acres 
 The new Fire Patrol Laws have changed many lands within the district that were not subject to fire  
    protection, making them subject to forest fire protection for the clause “any land with enough  
    timber and enough flammable forest debris to constitute a menace to self or adjoining lands” will   
    now be taxed for protection 
 The Association purchased its first pump and the use of the pump has been found best for holding  
    lines once established 
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   “In reference to cash receipts and disbursements, it will be noted the Association’s expendi-
tures for 1924 are by far the greatest amount ever expended by this Association. The higher  
assessment in mid-year, of 3 more cents per acre was deemed necessary to bring in sufficient 
funds for the guarding and protecting of our timber owners.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1924 Annual Report 

   “It is felt that the visit of the 
State Board was very beneficial 
to all concerned and we believe 
that the State Board enjoyed 
their visit to the utmost and that 
the spirit of cooperation was 
shown among the logging op-
erators, State Board and this 
Association.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1925 Annual Report 

  “The fire season for the year of 1926 was anything but a normal one, in fact many men  
connected with fire protection work have expressed the belief that the year 1926 will go down 
in history as a year equal to the year 1910, when fires were reported from every section of this 
country. Nevertheless, our district escaped with little damage or loss of timber.”  
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1926 Annual Report 

Snaking logs with Steam Donkey Early 1920’s 
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News and Events 
 
1927 
 Coos County Fire Patrol won a Supreme Court decision against the City of Marshfield to  
    collect cost for a fire that occurred on city property in which Coos County Fire Patrol  
    suppressed 
 As logging increases so then does the slashings left behind, this is a tremendous menace  
    to the Association, more work needs to be done to eliminate this situation 
 In improving the trail system, a good trail was built on Fall Creek and it runs to Callahan,  
    between North Fork Coquille River and South Fork of Coos River, and would like to follow  
    these trails with telephone lines 
 
 
1928 
 Burn Permits are required from May 15 to October 1, the wardens are receiving many calls,  
    which is indicating that the people of this district are becoming educated to that fact 
 The Pacific Northern Gas Pump weighing only 70 lbs. has proved to be of benefit to this Asso- 
    ciation, the pump is transported around the district by motorcycle with a side car attachment  
    and a warden in its charge both day and night 
 CCFPA has suggested that logging camps also purchase these pumps for same cause 
 
 
1929 
 The fire season of 1929 was by far the most severe since organized protection has been  
    practiced, with 110 days of no rain, relative humidity dipping below 20 percent 
 Coos County Fire Patrol suffered 129 fires during this time with great loss to timber owners.  
    Losses including timber, logs, and equipment exceeding one million dollars. Thirty-two  
    thousand acres of merchantable timber were burned, and more than $100,000 was expended  
    by this Association and private timber owners 
 The organization was taxed to capacity during the greater part of this season and at times  
    beyond capacity. It must be admitted that the organization was unequal and unprepared  
    to cope with this situation. Out of this came some experience and a new basis has been  
    established and the Association should strengthen accordingly 
 This district now protects approximately one million acres, with taking on the Millicoma Tract,   
    which is a state forest, and a territory south of the Umpqua River in Douglas County 

Stringing Out  
Telephone Line 
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  “Following the closing of 
the actual fire season, Dis-
trict Warden Walsh and 
Field Dispatcher Forsling 
began a thorough check of 
the tax roll and contributing 
acreage. No check had 
been made in many years. 
Their work resulted in an 
increase to our acreage of 
approximately 140,000 
acres. Many acres of lands 
which were not subject to 
fire patrol tax under the old 
law, are now made subject 
to the tax under the new 
law. The new law defines 
timberland subject to tax 
as (any land shall be con-
sidered timber which has 
enough timber standing, or 
young growth with enough 
timber, with enough inflam-
mable forest debris or 
growth to constitute a fire 
menace to itself or adjoin-
ing lands) therefore our 
revenue will be some 
greater then in previous 
years.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1927 Annual Report 

  “One part of equipment 
used in fighting fires which 
paid for itself many times 
since its purchase two 
years ago is the Pacific 
Northern Pump. This little 
pump weighing only 70 
pounds has saved thou-
sands of dollars in logs in 
various parts of the district. 
The pump was transported 
mainly by a motorcycle 
with a side car attachment 
with a warden in its charge 
subject to call day or night. 
The Association has been 
instrumental in encourag-
ing several of the loggers 
in the district to equip their  
camps with these pumps 
for the protection.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1928 Annual Report 
 

  “It must be admitted that our organization was unequal and unprepared to cope with a situation 
like existed during this past fire season. It is believed that all our wardens and loggers did their 
absolute best in the handling of the fires and every situation handled in an aggressive manner. 
Much benefit should be gleaned from our experience in fire fighting. Since this organization has  
been maintained on a basis that was expected to meet any situation that may arise, this past sea-
son has been considered a season of maximum duration and intensity, the organization should 
strengthen accordingly.” 
 
Carl L. Davis 
CCFPA Secretary 
1929 Annual Report 

Gigantic Port Orford Cedar  
Late 1920’s 
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Date 1929 
A boundary change location  
in the Sixes River drainage  

T32S R13W and R14w 

Date 1929 
A boundary change between  
Coos County Fire Patrol Association 
and The United States Department  
of Agriculture—Forest Service  
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Dated 1926 
A letter from Western Forestry and  

Conservation Association on Oregon  
Forest Fire Association letterhead  

requesting a supply order for the year.  
All of our tools and supplies were  

purchased through this Association. 

Dated 1926 
Order forms for supplies and tools 
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News and Events 
 
1930 
 Fire reports make it to headquarters in 10 minutes or less 
 The Slash Plan is beginning to make it’s place in Prevention 
 Oregon Fire Law is changed to hold operators and timber owners responsible for escaped fires 
 Agreements are acquired from operators of old operations for disposal of slash for a fee 
 The Association begins payments to the Emergency Fire Fund so that funds can be drawn from   
    this for all costs that exceed 2 cents per acre, this insures the Association for all fires that exceed   
    5 cents per acre 
 The district’s patrol area is 988,000 acres, there are consistent delinquencies in the tax rolls 
 The Fire Patrol enters into an agreement to protect 70,000 acres in the Millicoma State Forest 
 Weather forecasts prove to be very effective 
 Trail and phone lines are being established in the Millicoma State Forest 
 
1931 
 Coos County unemployment situation has increased incendiary fires 
 Coos County Fire Patrol, under a requested proclamation of the State Forester, closes 400,000  
    acres of patrolled lands due to fire danger 
 Crews continue work in Elliott State Forest, the Association is reimbursed through the  
    Emergency Fund 
 Forest Officers are instructed to enforce Forest Fire Laws but not to antagonize the public, and  
    to always use education first 
 The Reforestation Law goes into effect with the purpose of promoting reforestation on lands 
    primarily suitable for the growth of timber 
 Coos County reclassifies 92,000 acres bringing the total reforested acres in the state to over   
    700,000 acres 
 The Department of Interior adopts a policy requiring purchasers of government timber to  
    post a bond guaranteeing their performance 
 
1932 
 Very dry, hot east winds are so intense that crops are killed and leaves are turned brown on trees 
 Largest number of fires since Coos County Fire Patrol was organized with 227, of which 132  
    were incendiary 
 Another fire occurred in Tioga burning 16,000 acres 
 CCFPA closes over 400,000 acres of land due to fire risk 
 First time organized crews called “Flying Squadrons” are used, the Association had to board and  
    outfit these crews, as well as hire trucks for their transport 
 Dozens of fires were extinguished early, due to the crews, saving thousands of acres of timber 
 With such a large number of fires, the wardens were unable to accomplish any other work 
 
1933 
 Coos County Fire Patrol has launched an intense law enforcement campaign due to the large  
    number of incendiary fires 
 Civilian Conservation Corps are utilized for fire fighting and labor  
 Incendiary fire numbers decline due to the message that the Association will only use CCC  
    for fire fighting labor and will not hire locally 
 Improvements are being completed rapidly under the work of the CCC personnel in the way of  
    trails, roads, cabins with lookouts, telephone lines, station buildings, hazard reduction, and, of  
    course, protection  
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  “As was mentioned in the 1929 report, the Association has a contract with State Board of For-
estry for the protection of the Millicoma State Forest. This forest has recently been renamed 
after the late F.A. Elliott and is now known as the Elliott State Forest, which consists of 70,000 
acres of fine second growth fir timber. The forest lies immediately south of the Umpqua River in 
Northwestern Douglas and Northern Coos Counties.” 
 
J.A. Walsh 
CCFPA District Warden 
1930 Annual Report 

  “In the selection of men to act as forest officers, experience in the ways of the woods is often 
sacrificed in favor of knowledge of meeting and dealing with the public. Results have borne out 
of merit of this policy. The average citizen looks to and expects much from the forest officer in 
all matters relative to the forest. He must be clean, well groomed, well informed, courteous and 
willing to extend himself in promoting the doctrine of forest protection.” 
 
J.A. Walsh 
CCFPA District Warden 
1931 Annual Report 

  “Smoke entirely obscured the forest throughout the month of September making visibility from 
lookouts impossible and making system intensified patrol necessary. Incendiaries took advantage 
of this condition, setting fires by the dozens. Many fires burned for several days before being dis-
covered. Many slash burns had escaped control and causing no end of the confusion and consid-
erable damage.” 
 
J.A. Walsh 
CCFPA District Warden 
1932 Annual Report 

  “For the benefit of those who do not understand the present setup with reference to the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, being carried out under the provisions of the Emergency Conservation Act. 
It may be well to mention that the most extensive program of forest improvements ever under-
taken, is well under way, in the form of roads, trails, lookouts, buildings, telephone lines, hazard 
reduction, as well as fire fighting.” 
 
J.A. Walsh 
CCFPA District Warden 
1933 Annual Report 

1934  
Distillery Fire 
Coos County 
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Civilian  
Conservation  
Corps Camp  
in Reedsport  
1930’s 

1930’s  
Ford  

Pumper 

Civilian  
Conservation  
Corps Camp  
in Coquille  
1930’s 

Civilian  
Conservation  
Corps Camp  
in Fourmile 

1930’s 
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Weather Manual for Vapor Pressure,  
Relative Humidity, and Temperature  

of the Dew Point, with Instructions  1930’s 

Instruction Manual for Lookout Personnel  
1930’s 

Fire Fighters Instruction Manual 1930’s 

1931 Coos Bay Times Newspaper Article  
on Fire Prevention from J.A. Walsh   

Coos County Fire Patrol, original print  
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News and Events 

 
1934 
 Major construction took place with the building of 6 lookout towers, 70 miles of roads, and over  
    50 miles of trails and telephone lines 
 Main telephone lines have been connected to all lookout towers 
 Mountain roadways have aided in accessing many regions of high hazard  
 It is now required, by law, for operators to have a permit to operate in the forests, this leads way    
    to possible “shut-downs” of operations in extreme fire weather 
  
1935 
 The McKinley – Melrose Road, 35 miles in length, was completed 
 Cougar Pass Lookout was built 
 A 23-mile road into The Elliott State Forest has been opened 
 
1936 
 The district suffered an east wind event like no other with the east winds beginning on  
    September 15 and continuing on until December 4 
 This east wind event carried 35 mile-an-hour winds, with humidity of 15% 
 Thousands of acres burn during the east wind, including the town of Bandon 
 The district has every available Forester, 5,000 CCC enrollees, and 2,000 civilians give service  
    on the fire lines 
 This Association’s new District Headquarters is near completion in Bay Park with an office, a  
    warehouse, a 60-foot tower, and a residence 
 
1937 
 With the completion of the new Headquarters, all activities will be conducted through this central  
    location 
 The Association now has a year-round force of three employees 
 Coos County was the first in setting aside graze lands using the provisions of the new land  
    classification law  
 Development of grazing lands and the relation to fire hazard is the primary objective, this county  
    set aside 30,000 acres 
 
1938 
 The Association purchased a new fully equipped fire truck with a 500-gallon tank mounted and a  
    pump with the capacity of 120 GPM, this truck also carries hose, nozzles, and tools, and has a  
    capacity for 8 men 
 The maintenance work done on the trails and telephone lines was done by district employees 
 A new lookout was erected on Bill’s Butte  
 
1939 
 The Association purchased 9 radio sets this year as a start for establishing a complete radio  
    system 
 Using the CCC enrollees for fire fighting labor has proved beneficial to the Association as it has  
    allowed the district to stay within the budget 
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  “The mountain roadways also aid in 
forest protection and have opened up 
many heretofore inaccessible regions.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1934 Annual Report 

  “The work of the 3 C Camps in combat-
ing the blazes was very commendable 
and their cooperation with the regular 
wardens was excellent. It was by this aid 
of this quick and efficient work on fires 
that their size was kept to a minimum and 
the losses to merchantable timber was 
almost nil.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1935 Annual Report 

  “East winds began on September 15, on 
September 26

th
, high, dry, east winds be-

gan with a velocity of 30 to 35 miles per 
hour, and humidity that dipped to 15%. The 
abnormal weather continued until approxi-
mately noon on September 28

th
, when the 

winds died down, some fog appeared and 
humidity reached near normal, but too late, 
as in the meantime, thousands of acres of 
forest land had burned, including the city of 
Bandon.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1936 Annual Report 

   “One of the outstanding developments of 
the Coos County Fire Patrol Association 
was the completion of the new headquar-
ters which was constructed through the 
cooperation of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps. The main structures include a five 
room residence, office building, ware-
house, and oil house. Work is underway on 
the combined lookout and water tower and 
will soon be completed.”  
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1937 Annual Report 

1930’s   
Civilian  
Conservation 
Corp  
Building Trail 

1930’s   
Civilian  
Conservation  
Corp  
Installing  
Telephone 
Poles 

1930’s   
Civilian Conservation Corp  
Installing Telephone Lines 
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1938 Pumper 
  “As in the past practically all fire fighting was done with 
CCC labor. The Association is fortunate in having these 
camps available for fire suppression. Much credit is due the 
men from these camps for their splendid work in combating 
the fires throughout the district.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1938 Annual Report 

  “Fires occurring during pre-seasonal fire weather early 
in the spring accounted for the greater portion of the 
losses sustained in the forest area protected by the As-
sociation during the past season.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1939 Annual Report 

1937 Coos Bay Office 

1936 Coos Bay Residence 
Keith and Ivan Young 1950’s 
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1936  
Coos Bay Times  
Newspaper Article  
on the Bandon Fire, 
original print 

1936 Bandon Fire 
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News and Events 
 
1940 
 The Curry County Unit was formally added to the Coos County Fire Patrol with 201,502 acres,  
    which was under the protection of the state 
 The Elliott State Forest is back under the protection of Coos Fire Patrol after being supervised  
    by the State Forester 
 The CCC Administration began construction on the Gold Beach Headquarters 
 Additional radio equipment was purchased and a 20 watt transmitter was installed in the  
    Marshfield headquarters 
 
 
1941 
 The Gold Beach Headquarters has been completed, as well as a Guard Station at Brookings,  
    and a Crewhouse at Marshfield 
 The Association built a lookout at Bosley Butte 
 Coos County Fire Patrol has purchased a D2 Caterpillar tractor for road construction and fire  
    fighting 
 Through National Defense funds, the Association has a 10-man suppression crew at Marshfield,  
    10-man crew at Middle Creek, 8-man crew at Gold Beach, and a 5-man crew at Bandon 
 Each crew has been completely equipped with tools and transportation   
 
 
1942 
 The Civilian Conservation Corps has been dismantled due to the war and lack of funds 
 The 30-man crewhouse at Marshfield has been completed 
 The Association has built two new lookouts, one at Trail Butte, the other at Bennett’s Butte 
 The men completed 30 miles of telephone line to Brewster Rock and Edson Butte 
 All crews throughout the district are on call 24 hours 
 
 
1943 
 The Association has the lowest monetary loss to merchantable timber, of only $200.00, since   
    the creation of the Association 
 This district now has crews at Bandon, Sitkum, Elliott State Forest, Tioga, Middle Fork, Brookings,  
    Gold Beach, and Marshfield 
 
 
1944 
 CCFPA has funds allotted from National Defense to hire 2, 20-man crews at both the headquarters  
    and Elliott State Forest camp 
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“With the purchase of additional 
radio equipment and the two fre-
quency type transmitters, on one 
frequency we can communicate 
with the State Forester’s Office 
and the Gold Beach Headquar-
ters, and the other frequency is for  
communicating with the field sets 
used at lookouts and carried by 
patrolmen.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1940 Annual Report   
 

  “The Fourth Fighter Command or-
dered the termination of Aircraft 
Warning Services activities on the 
first of June with fitting words of 
praise for work performed by the  
employees.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1944 Annual Report 

1940 Original Gold Beach Headquarters 

1940’s View of Bosley Butte 
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Excerpts from Keith Young’s Daily Journal messages 
during WWll in regard to unknown aircraft being spot-
ted by the lookouts, immediate sound of explosive 
noise, then fire seen in the area of the explosion. Also 
unknown code being heard on tower radio frequen-
cies. The FBI as well as the Navy were contacted and 
informed of activities.  

September 9, 1942 
8:30 PM Chub reports that a small sea-
plane dropped a bomb and some leaflets 
on Mt Emily yesterday morning at about 
5:30 AM September 29, 1942 

5:19 AM Unidentified plane sited in 
vicinity of Elephant Rock 
8:40 Smoke reported in sec 27 of 33 -
14 by Grassy Knob. Edson Butte re-
ports possible smoke sec 11 of 32-13 
both are in the vicinity of the flight 

October 8, 1942 
FBI Agent in questioning on incident in 
vicinity of Edson 
3:36 PM Edson Butte reports code com-
ing in on receiver. The Geological Survey 
Man says he can distinguish a little now 
& then. 

October 27, 1942 
Edson Butte reports more foreign 
conversation at 4:42 PM. Short 
and broken. 
FBI called from Portland in regards 
to foreign conversation on Edson 
Butte at about 3:45 PM 
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As written on History Net 
Japanese Bomb The Continental U.S. West Coast  
2006 
 
Paragraph 12 
Fire warden Howard Gardner was stationed in his lookout tower on Mount Emily in the south-
west corner of Oregon on the morning of September 9, 1942, when he heard a strange sound, 
like a Model A Ford backfiring. Scanning the sky, he observed a small airplane circling above 
the thin fog but could not identify it. At 6:24 a.m., Gardner reported the unidentified aircraft by 
radio to the Gold Beach ranger headquarters station 35 miles north of Brookings. Also work-
ing as a fire lookout in the rugged coastal mountain range of southwestern Oregon that morn-
ing was an 18-year-old University of Nebraska forestry student named Keith V. Johnson. He 
was clearing trails near the lookout tower at Bear Wallow, about seven miles east of Mount 
Emily, when he heard a plane through the usual low-lying fog. But he thought little of it. About 
noon that day, Gardner spotted a wisp of smoke to the southeast, and at 12:24 p.m. he radi-
oed his headquarters at Gold Beach, which ordered him to proceed to the suspected fire. 
Headquarters then ordered Johnson to scan the southwest for smoke. 
 
Paragraph 16 
Meanwhile, below in Oregon, a work crew of forest rangers was remodeling for winter occupa-
tion the Grassy Knob lookout station about seven miles east of Port Orford. At 5:22 a.m. they 
reported to ranger headquarters at Gold Beach the presence of an unidentified aircraft. Noise 
from the aircraft was described as like a Model T with a rod out. A fire-fighting patrol was sent 
out from Grassy Knob after daylight on September 29, but it found neither smoke nor any 
bomb debris during a fruitless two-day search. Neither of the incendiary bombs dropped by 
Fujita on his second attack have ever been found.  
 
To find this article, go to History Net on the internet, click on “Magazines”, type in “Search” bar – history 
aircraft oregon – scroll down to find article.  

1940’s  
Fred Newman, Al Kendrick, Al McKinnon, Chub Young 
During World War II 
Found this kicked off gas tank by the back of Gold Beach Office 
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News and Events 
 
 
1945 
 The Bridge Guard Station has been constructed with a small office, a mess hall, staff sleeping  
    facilities and a suppression crew sleeping facilities 
 The Association began utilizing high school age men for suppression to work along with the  
    more experienced men 
 
 
1946 
 The Guard Station at Bandon has been constructed which includes a small office, a mess hall, 
    and a crew house 
 A tower was put up at Deans Mt. to replace the lookout 
 This district had 25 lightning-caused fires in August on the coast range 
 Department of Interior created the Bureau of Land Management which will be the managers  
    of the former O & C Lands 
 
 
1947 
 The Reedsport Guard Station was constructed out of a 20 x 22 portable trailer given to us from  
    the Bureau of Land Management 
 An extension of 16 x 18 was added to the Coos Bay Headquarters office 
 A 1937 1½ ton truck has been converted into a pumper truck with a 400-gallon  
    tank anchored on its bed  
 
 
1948 
 The Association has had an official name change to Coos Forest Protective Association 
 An equipment storage shed was built at Coos Bay headquarters 
 A lookout patrol has been established at McKeevers Butte 
 A building was furnished and moved by Weyerhaeuser Timber Company to McKeevers site 
 The Association purchased an Adams No. 312 Grader as well as two ½ ton trucks, a Willys  
    four wheel drive pick-up, and a Chevrolet 1½ ton truck 
 A 20-man State Crew located at Camas Valley is available for fire fighting at all times  
 
 
1949 
 The crews have been busy with painting and repairs of the Headquarters buildings 
 Two trucks were converted to pumpers by means of a 400-gallon slip-in tanks 
 Pumpers are now located at Wells Creek, Bridge, Gold Beach, and at Coos Bay 
 All pumpers are equipped with two-way radios 
 Other vehicles are also equipped with radios 
 The Association purchased four mobile radios and five peanut radios  
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“During the 60 years the National Weather Bureau has kept records, only nine 
years had less rainfall totals for the period of July thru September. From May 
to November east winds of two or more days durations occurred eight times.” 
 
 
Keith Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1949 Annual Report   

“Once again the Federal Fire Fighting Emergency funds were made available 
allotting us 10 men to be stationed at Bridge.” 
 
Keith Young 
CCFPA District Warden 
1945 Annual Report   

Fire Warden Handbook 
1940’s 

Fire Warden  Training 
Manual 1940’s 

Slash Disposal Manual 
1940’s 
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Late 40’s Oscar Crites at Edson 

Emmett Freeman & Chub Young  
Bosley Butte Lookout 1941 

Artist Hugh Hayes    1946 
Oregon Forest Protection Districts 
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 Gold Beach Unit pumper with a Keep 
Oregon Green sign late 1940’s 

Keep Oregon Green Map 
of Curry County 1954 

Curry County 
Land Use 
Study 1950’s 
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First ever Upper Chetco Tree Plant for school children 1960”s 

Fourmile Fire Warden Sam Maxwell early 1950’s 
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Gold Beach Rain Chart dated back to 1889 

Gold Beach Office late 50’s 

Gold Beach Headquarters  
Entrance Sign Late 50’s 
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News and Events 
 
1950 
 Radio stations broadcast humidity and temperature reports twice daily informing the public of   
    danger periods 
 Such a significant amount of rain fell from September 24 on and hampered any efforts to  
    dispose of slash 
 This district received great cooperation from the United States Forest Service on two fires near  
    mutual boundaries 
 The Association purchased several pieces of new equipment including trucks and a grader 
 Roads are built yearly to improve response time 
 
 
1951 
 There was some equipment purchases including a TD6, 1 Chevrolet Truck, 1 Ford Truck, and  
    five peanut radios 
 A fire occurred in the Vincent Creek area burning 8,786 acres, this fire was in West Lane and  
    the Association assisted with suppression 
 
 
1952 
 Favorable slash burning periods resulted in a good clean-up of logging slash 
 The district suffered a large fire in the Williams Creek area which burned 2,679 acres 
 
 
1953 
 A new quonset was constructed at headquarters for storage and a workshop 
 Roads continue to be built to the lookout towers 
 Rain occurred each month this fire season and no east winds 
 
 
1954 
 Four new pieces of motorized equipment have been purchased 
 The Association owes due credit to the public for their fine cooperation during fire season 

Coos Forest Protective Association Annual Fire School Training 1950’s 
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  “During the worst period of low humidity in late August no serious fires occurred which, no 
doubt, was due to the caution used by operators and the general public and through the ef-
forts of Keep Oregon Green Association. Through the cooperation of local radio stations 
KOOS and KWRO humidity and temperature reports were broadcast twice daily informing the 
public of danger periods.” 
 
Keith Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1950 Annual Report 

1951 Planning the strategy for the Tioga Fire  
Coos Forest Protective Association’s sidecamp 
at Tioga : Percy Milburn, Keith Young, Roy 
Neal, S.W. Brown, Kenneth Johnson, Ivan 
Young, James Lyons, and Charles Crouch 

1951 Planning the strategy for the Tioga Fire  
Coos Forest Protective Association’s sidecamp 
at Tioga : Ivan Young, Warren Dick, Lyle Beyers 

  “The Association had another very successful fire season with favorable weather condi-
tions throughout the entire season, but due credit should be given to the public for their fine 
cooperation.” 
 
Keith Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1950 Annual Report 
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Attendees of the Annual School of Instruction at  Coos Forest Patrol Coos Bay 
Headquarters. Front row: Fred Newman, Ivan Young, Charles Crouch, E.F. Hoff-
man, James Walker, V.V. Young, J.J. Morris, Lyle Beyers. Next two rows: Lewis 
Hedgpath, Dan Maus, Roland Smith, Perry Milburn, Ed Pratt, Tom Cribbins, District 
Warden Keith Young, S.W. Brown, Allen King, C.A. Skinner, George Miller, L.E. 
Tucker, Lee Lafferty, Asa Carpenter, Fred Dawson. The back row Kenneth John-
son, Ralph Apperson, Wayne Gray. 

1951 Forest Protection Annual Instruction School 

CFPA Training 
Manual 1950’s 
 

Fire Control  
Notes 1950’s 
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1954  
Fire Fighter’s  

Time Card 

1958-1959   
Fighting Forest Fires  

with Air Tankers 

1954 Keep Oregon Green Map 
Coos County 
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News and Events 

 
1955 
 Forest Law violations continue to be an issue, although there are less than usual with 111     
    violations 
 Several new trucks were purchased to replace worn out trucks 
 The Association has purchased new mobile radiophones 
 The annual tree planting program began for the school children of Coos and Douglas  
    Counties 
 
 
1956 
 Field inspections of operations are proving beneficial in prevention of fires and compliance of  
    Forest Laws 
 The Cassady Fire occurred in Smith River area, this was the first time a State Fire Team was  
    used in the State of Oregon 
 The Association begins to participate in the Coos County Fair  
 Radio Stations announce fire warnings and fire weather information 3 times daily 
 Local newspapers provide coverage of fires and prevention messages  
 Field Inspectors checked and reported on 1,120 operators, this helps reduce Forest Law  
    violations  
 
 
1957 
 Slash is being reduced due to the trend of forest product utilization 
 Violations of Forest Laws have dropped somewhat to 90 violations 
 Current operation permits total 1,252, Field Inspectors checked on 985 active operations  
 Together with the USFS, this marks the first year of Fire School Training with 100 in  
    attendance 
 
 
1958 
 Burn Permits and Slash Permits issued are recorded for end-of-year totals 
 KOG has provided the Association the use of Smokey the Bear, a talking bear, to use in  
    Prevention 
 The local newspapers continue to provide coverage for prevention messages 
 
 
1959 
 Rainfall totals recorded by all stations and lookouts during fire season have given us insight  
    into the dryness of the forests 
 Weather BI Charts become a useful tool in predicting fire danger 
 Schools, clubs, and organizations are visited on an annual basis to spread the message of  
    prevention 
 A Forestry Workshop Program has been conducted where 700 school children were  
    able to conduct several phases of forestry 
 The wardens of the Association have begun responding to structural fires as a mutual aid   
    and good public relations 
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  “The district wishes to express its sincere appreciation to the press, radio, and television for 
the fine coverage rendered. The success that has been achieved in reducing and reporting 
fires is largely attributed to the cooperative spirit of the public.” 
 
Ivan Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1959 Annual Report 

  “Under the district’s acquisition and supervision, 40 thousand trees were planted by Coos and 
Douglas County children for the Fire Prevention Program as well as contacts made to organiza-
tions, clubs, and scouts using talks, films and KOG materials.” 
 
Keith Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1955 Annual Report 

1950’s 
Supplies and Tools Storage 

1950’s 
Coos Bay Office  

Radio Equipment and Maps 

1950’s 
Lookout Instruction School 
19 Lookouts were in operation 
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1950’s Radio 
Ten Code 

1950’s  
Standard Firefighting Orders  
And 
Watchout Situations 

1950’s Map of 
Bridge Area 
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Artist Wayne Demmer  
Sources of Water   1950 

Drawings of Various Firefighter Tools 
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A.E. Adelsperger 1910-1916 & 1929 R.J. Hubbard 1932-1933 

A.W. Rees 1910 Frank Heath 1933-1957 

E.H. Cheney 1910 E.P. Scanlon 1933-1942 

L.J. Simpson 1910 A.E. Bradford 1934-1935 

A.H. Powers 1910 E.R. Weed 1936-1948 

George Finley 1910 C Davis Weyerhaeuser 1941-1945 

J.C. Stemmler 1911 Harry Griffin 1943 

George W. Beale 1911-1912 William Vaughn 1944 

J.F. Standish 1911-1912 William Ruhmann 1944-1970 

E.C. Roberts 1911-1913 Howard Hinsdale 1946 

Herbert Armstrong 1912-1931 Clyde Martin 1946-1953 

W.J. Conrad 1912-1928 Albert Powers 1946-1960 

F.A. Kribs 1912-1915 John Hawkins 1947-1954 

W.B. Field 1913-1915 Robert Van Orden 1949-1951 

John C. Merchant 1914-1915 Charles Duecy 1949-1952 

Carl L. Davis 1916-1945 Clifford Jorgensen 1952 

W.A. Toye 1916 Floyd Scott 1953-1955 

John Goss 1916-1929 Al Stinchfield 1953 

George Sailor 1917-1922 Ralph Horn 1954-1970 

George Marshall 1917-1928 E.A. Heacox 1954-1956 

Charles Hickok 1923-1924 & 1927 James Whitty 1955-1958 

R.T. Bournes 1925-1926 & 1928 A.J Myers 1956-1960 

C.S. Chapman 1929-1940 A.O.Karlen 1957-1959 

J.H. Hailey 1929-1932 Dugan Pearl 1958-1962 

Frank Colin 1930 Boyd Arnot 1959-Present 

James W. Ford 1930-1948 Clyde Kalahan 1960-1963 

W.C. Tremblay 1930 Marvin Kittleson 1961 

Rube Day 1931-1943 R.T. McKenzie 1961-1971 

Board Of Directors 
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Frank McPherson 1961-1963 Blair Holman 1983-1994 

Walter Miller 1961-1962 Walt Shearard 1983-1994 & 2000-2002 

C.L. Foster 1962-1968 Gary Schroeder 1984-1987 

James Brigham 1963-1968 Rod Burns 1988-1989 

Mel Brittain 1964 Charlie Waterman 1990-Present 

Richard Hanlin 1964-1965 Bill Kistner Jr. 1990-2002 

Arthur Smith 1964 Fred Arnold 1992-2009 

Tom Collins 1965-1966 Jerry Keck 1995 

Jack Palmquest 1965-1966 Joe Matejka 1995-1997 

Darald Andrews 1966-1972 Leonard Gondek 1996-1997 

Jim Izett 1967 Rod Greene 1996-2006 

Jack Wolf 1967-1969 Peter Van Sickle 1998-2001 

Don Kooser 1968-1971 & 1973-1976 Steve Wickham 1998-Present 

O.S. Valentine 1969-1975 Jim Carr 2002-Present 

Rex Allison 1970-1981 Jeff Miller 2002-Present 

R.A. Cline 1970-1975 Gene Stevens 2004-2006 

Guy Head 1971-1973 Howard Walton 2002-2004 

Frank Lyon 1971-1999 Phil Adams 2002-2008 

Fred Gross 1972-1989 Doug Mays 2006-2007 

Jim Churchill 1973-1995 Greg Stratton 2006-2009 

Earnest Patton 1974-1982 Doug Soules 2007-Present 

Boyd Swenson 1975 Mark Wall 2008-Present 

Barry Ford 1976-1977 Virgil Frazier 2009-Present 

Bill Kistner Sr. 1976-1989 Jake Gibbs 2009-Present 

John Rollin 1977-1983 & 1990-1991   

Gene Rider 1978-1982   

Jim Clarke 1982-2002   

Board Of Directors 
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A.W. Rees May—August 1910 

George Finley August 1910-May 1911 

L.J. Simpson 1911 

A.E. Adelsperger 1912-1916 

George Sailor 1917-1922 

Herbert Armstrong 1923-1931 

C.S. Chapman 1932-1940 

James W. Ford Jr. 1941-1948 

William Ruhmann 1949-1958 

Ralph Horn 1959-1960 

Dugan Pearl 1961-1962 

Clyde Kalahan 1963 

James Brigham 1964 

C.L. Foster 1965-1966 

Jim Izett 1967 

Boyd Arnot 1968 

Jack Wolf 1969 

Don Kooser 1970-1971 

Darald Andrews 1972 

Robert Cline 1973-1974 

Frank Lyons 1975-1977 & 1990-1991 

Rex Allison 1978 

Fred Gross 1979 

Jim Churchill 1980-1981 & 1994-1995 

John Rollins 1982-1983 

Bill Kistner Sr. 1984-1985 

Blair Holman 1986-1987 

Walt Shearard 1988-1989 

Jim Clarke 1992-1993 

Bill Kistner Jr. 1996-1997 

Fred Arnold 1998-1999 & 2004-2005 

Charlie Waterman 2000-2001 

Steve Wickham 2002-2003  

Fred Arnold 2004-2005 

Phil Adams 2006-2007 

Jim Carr 2008-Present 

  

  

  

  

Board Presidents 
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A.E. Crouch 1910-1918 

Frank Heath 1919 

J.M. Thomas 1920-1922 

John Walsh 1923-1933 

Keith Young 1934-1956 

Ivan Young 1956-1962 

Ronald Smith 1962-1966 

Norm Boyd 1966-1989 

Neil Lafferty 1989-1992 

Gene Brock 1992-2002 

Michael Robison 2002-Present 

District Managers 

Secretary / Treasurers 

A.E. Adelsperger 1910-1911 Secretary / Treasurer 

W.J. Conrad 1912-1916 Secretary / Treasurer 

Herbert Armstrong 1917 Treasurer 

Carl L. Davis 1917-1929 Secretary 

John Goss 1918-1929 Treasurer 

Carl L. Davis 1930-1940 Secretary / Treasurer 

Keith Young 1941-1955 Secretary / Treasurer 

Wayne Gray 1956-1976 Secretary / Treasurer 

Ginger Tyler 1976-1997 Secretary / Treasurer 

John Bagoy 1998-Present Secretary / Treasurer 
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Coos County Fire Patrol  1910-1936 
Fire Occurrences - 1000 Acres and Larger 
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* First use of State Fire Team in Oregon 
 

Coos County Fire Patrol  1936-2002 
Fire Occurrences - 1000 Acres and Larger 
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Cabins / Guard Stations 
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*    Staffed in 2009 
**  Detection Camera 

Lookout Towers 1910-1965 
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Coos County Fire Protection Association 
1910-1959 
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Number One and Number Two Causes of Fire Per Decade 

Total Number of Fires and Total Number of Acres Per Decade 

Notes and  Information About the Decades’ Fires 



 

Coos County Fire Protection Association 
1960-2009 

Number One and Number Two Causes of Fire Per Decade 

Total Number of Fires and Total Number of Acres Per Decade 

Notes and  Information About the Decades’ Fires 
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Coos Bay Unit Fire Pictures 

Hudson Ridge 1991 Williams River 1988 

Schoolhouse Creek 1980 

Burnt Ridge 1979 

Gold and Silver Falls 1961 

Leitel Creek 1978 

Ivers Peak 1966 

Tahkenitch Fire 1994 
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Gold Beach Unit Fire Pictures 

Gorse Fire  1936 

Bethel Creek 1987 

Whisky Run 1970  

Sears Rock 1970 Gorse Fire 1976 

China Creek 1985 

Johnson Creek 1957 

Saunders Creek 1958 
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Bridge Unit Fire Pictures 

Banner Creek 1959 

Camas Creek 1977 Twelvemile 1972 

Burnt Mt Tie 1985 

Brummit Cr 1959 

Brewster Rock 1987 

Arago 1998 Middle Creek 1997 
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Washington State 1994 

Interagency Fire Pictures 

Oxbow Fire 1966  W Lane 

Repeater Fire 1999  USFS Biscuit Fire 2002  USFS 

Hull Mountain 1994  ODF 

Blossom 2004 USFS Alaska State 2004 

Cougar Ridge 1979  DFPA 
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Then and Now 
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Then and Now 
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Then and Now 
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Then and Now 
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Then and Now 
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Then and Now 
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The Year 1951 
The story told by Keith Young to unknown newspaper reporter 
 
The first serious fire in Coos County’s unseasonable dry spell blazed this 
weekend over 1,000 acres of land in the Middle Creek and Tioga territo-
ries, 35 miles east of Coos Bay, encircling the Irwin and Lyons Lumber 
Company’s Tioga camp. 
  The fire spread quickly Sunday and Sunday night, doubling in size, and 
for a time it appeared it would be necessary to abandon the camp, but with 
a determined crew of firefighters on hand, a stand was made. 
  Men spread out in every direction with pumps and hand tools, climbing 
the steep hills, going into dangerous areas not knowing how many fire-
weakened trees and snags were ready to give way. 
  Saturday night the occupants of the camp got ready for a speedy retreat, 
as showers of sparks and other fire debris came down on the buildings. 
  The next morning, the men were still going strong even after being on the 
fire line all night. They looked a bit “woozy” but were still on their feet and 
working. 
  One fire fighter leader, who had been on the fire line all night and not 
knowing the outcome of their battle, met up with an Irwin and Lyons man 
saying ”Too bad you had to lose your camp.” The reply back was, “It was 
tough, but we made it and the camp’s still there.” 
 
The final size of this fire was 1,800 acres, with over 400 men on the fire 
line. Menasha Lumber Company and Weyerhaeuser Company had shut 
down their lumber mills to assist in the battle of this fire. 

The Year 1950’s 
The story told by Don Rockwood on cassette tape 
 
  The District Forester of CFPA, Ivan Young, asked me to come up with a 
design for a shoulder patch as the State Forestry Department did not have 
one. I designed three and the personnel at the time liked the one with the 
blue field, gold shield, and green tree. (State Colors)  
  I then went to The Hub Department Store and bought the supplies to 
hand make the patch. I made the sample and sent away to have one 
made. The company sent a sample back to CFPA and we all ordered 5 for 
our uniforms. 
  It was discovered two years later the State Forestry Department was hav-
ing patches made for statewide use, and after having them made, brought 
them to Coos Bay to show us.  
  I was given credit for the contribution of the patch. The only item changed 
from the CFPA patch to the State patch was the wording of the Agency. 
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The Year 1993 
The story told by Stan Hodney  
 
  The summer of ‘93 was a very slow one as far as fires. It would dry out to where you might expect a 
fire of some sort, but about that time it would rain just enough to get everything wet. 
  Now for the landowners this is a very successful fire season, but firefighters are strange as they 
need or prefer to have at least a small fire just big enough to get them off of the compound. 
  Sometime around the twelfth of October the rains came and fire season ended. This meant that 
slash burning would be starting soon, and the crew could hardly wait. Well the rains kept the ground 
just wet enough that slash burning was not burning too well and the large landowners were not very 
happy. 
  As the month started coming to an end, the landowners gave another try, and started burning a few 
units. The week before the fires started to move around, the weather was dry but overcast and the 
units didn’t burn too well.           
  On Sunday afternoon one of the burns up on Skookumhouse started moving around a little. On 
Monday morning I was sent up to check out how the burn was doing and spent all day overseeing 
the crew mop up the unit. At the time I left, the burn looked pretty good.  
  On the way back to the station I stopped in at the slash burn at Ophir and helped the owner along 
with Nils and Jim to knock down a few hot spots.   
  Then came the twenty-third of the month and the East winds came up and the burns started coming 
back to life.   
  On Monday of that week we had a fire start on Joe Hall Creek in the Brookings area and one 
started to get out of hand up the Rogue River around Skookumhouse. We sent Nils to the fire we 
had been on the night before in Ophir. Then about ten minutes, another call came in that was a large 
fire on the North side of China Creek so I was sent to check this one out. By a quarter of eight in the 
morning, Jim was sent to investigate a fire up Hunter Creek, and this turned out to be two units not 
too far apart.  Welcome to Monday morning, and then it went down hill from there. Mike and Bill were 
on the Joe Hall Creek fire from the day before. Mike said that the Joe Hall Fire was out of control 
again and that they had had strong East winds all night. It seemed that every time the radio said any-
thing there was another fire reported. We started that Tuesday morning with two fires and by the end 
of that day we had twenty-two fires burning out of control. They ranged from around one quarter of 
an acre to six hundred and fifty acres.  
  Our Unit Forester (Mike Robison) had managed along with the help of the Coos Bay Office and the 
Gold Beach office of getting the manpower and equipment to start getting these fires under control. 
We had retardant planes, helicopters, fire crews coming in all day. The second evening of the China 
Creek Fire, the last retardant drop came in just at dusk and just hit the edge of the 101 Highway.  
Looking North on 101 there was a car along side of the highway and it appeared that some of the 
retardant could have hit the car. After confirming that it hadn’t hit the car, the owner had his camera 
in his hands and excitedly asked when the next plane would be coming in. He seemed unhappy 
when he was told that the one he had just seen was the last one for the evening. 
  When the crew came into the station it was a straight shot into the Unit Forester’s office (Mike Robi-
son) as the girls out front were living on about two to three hours of sleep a day. It was a long three 
to four weeks getting the fires under control and out. We had to find where all of the fire equipment 
was left out on the fires. We finally accomplished the task of finding or at least accounting for the 
equipment.                                                                                             
  Then around Christmas we had another go at fires moving when they weren’t supposed to. We had 
a fire just north of Arizona Beach and another fire up by Goat Rock, northeast of Gold Beach. We 
spent about four or five days cleaning them up and turning them back the landowners.  
It turned out to be a busy fire year after all, it was just a little late. 
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News and Events 
 
1960 
 Three lots adjoining the Gold Beach Headquarters have been purchased 
 District staff are attending meetings to disseminate old material and correlate district  
    activities 
 An agreement has been signed between BLM and CFPA to use and maintain the Wells  
    Creek Guard Station 
  
 
1961 
 Modern methods of wood utilization are leaving logged off areas much cleaner 
 The addition of pulp mills has put a demand on alder 
 
 
1962 
 Western Oregon was hit by Hurricane Frieda on Oct 12

th
 which left a significant amount of  

    debris on the forest ground 
 The district is seeing a 40% reduction in Forest Law Violations 
 There are several applications for transfer of slash responsibility from operator to  
     landowner 
 The District Warden has begun a protection study and has completed lookout “scene area”  
    maps 
 District personnel have given Fire Behavior Training to the United States Air Force  
    stationed in North Bend 
 The Association has begun a change in organization by the creation of a third sub-unit,  
    assigning three Assistant District Wardens and four Forest Practice Officers to the three          
    sub-units 
 
 
1963 
 The Association will begin making inventories and purchases through one individual for  
    better accuracy 
 It has been recommended that some 900 acres be set aside as grazing lands 
 In prevention, the Wardens are able to facilitate to 3,000 school children 
 The Staff continue the training of needed fire fighting courses to improve protection 
 The new purchases of a 1958 40-ton lowboy trailer and several trucks  
 
 
1964 
 Field Inspectors are seeing a decrease in Harvest Permits 
 Road sign project is being installed with 150 to date, Township, Range, and Section are  
    being used when no name is available 
 Burning Permits increase yearly with upwards of 2,337 being issued 
 Grizzly Repeater has been connected to Coos Curry Electric Company’s emergency  
    generator 
 Detection survey is complete and plans are in order to drop 4 Lookout Towers 
 The district will begin using air patrol 
 A correction to the tax rolls of 40,000 acres based on an acreage control project 
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  “Communication to the public 
through the media of newspapers, 
radio, and television was carried on 
by all agencies in a commendable 
manner and the district wishes to 
thank each one especially for their 
assistance. District and public  
meetings were held during the year 
to inform and coordinate activities.” 
 
Ivan Young 
CFPA District Warden 
1960 Annual Report 
 

  “The most spectacular and cer-
tainly the most damaging blow 
dealt this area was the Christmas 
Week storm and ensuing floods. 
Heavy snows in early December 
quickly turned to heavy run-off 
when Oregon was hit by warm  
torrential rains. The extreme heavy 
rains damaged every road from the 
low bottom lands to every ridge 
top.” 
 
Ronald Smith 
CFPA District Warden 
1964 Annual Report 
 

1960    Fifty Years of Fire Protection Celebration 
            Coos Forest Protective Association 
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1960’s Mass Fires and Fire Behavior  

1960’s Cartoon of Fire  

1960’s Chemicals for Forest Fires  

1960’s Coos Bay Fleet 

1960’s Operations 
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1960’s Map Reading Handout  

1960’s Fire Conference Booklet 

1960’s Cartoon of Fire  

1960’s History of Weeks  
and Clarke-McNary Acts 
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News and Events 

 
1965 
 Several meetings were called to discuss clean up efforts and rebuilding a road system  
    after the Christmas Flood 
 The Banner Creek Fire occurred burning 1,860 acres, the cause was Incendiary 
 Operators begin closing down their operations voluntarily due to humidity 
 CFPA was the first District to participate in the neighborhood Youth Corps and  
    three crews were established in Gold Beach Unit 
 CFPA begins an aerial detection program with a fixed wing aircraft 
 
1966 
 This was the most hazardous and had the most critical burning conditions since 1936 
 The Ivers Peak Fire occurred this season burning 1,637 acres 
 CFPA made initial attack and took aggressive fire control action on a ten mile front of the  
    Oxbow Fire in West Lane District 
 CFPA personalizes fire prevention by creating the message “Fire is Everyone’s Business“ 
 The Association decides to implement on-the-job training due to the large fires 
 Cooperation work had been given to some seasonal wardens to give them year-round  
    work and retain their employment 
 A joint agreement between DFPA and CFPA has provided for a warden stationed at 
    Camas Valley 
 Small woodland owners are considering the organization of Coos Small Woodlands Association 
 
1967 
 Lookout personnel are using industry radios to complete the communication loop 
 The district uses helicopters and retardant bombers for the first time on fires  
 Recommended to map out helicopter self-filling holes 
 The Association purchases 4 acres adjoining the Coos Bay Headquarters 
 Begin using aerial photos for acres, roads, and fires 
 
1968 
 There has been a realignment of the weather zones to reduce confusion 
 The Burning Index will replace the humidity regulation 
 First year with the use of Slash Waivers, which have been applied to 23,958 acres 
 The district has a helicopter on contract from Rosenbalm Aviation out of Medford  
 The crews and industry are busy developing water holes in strategic locations 
 Curry Unit has the sign program in which they will complete 100 signs for the district 
 The first annual tree plant took place at Chetco  
 
1969 
 There appears to be a growth of population in the forested areas, but without increase in fire 
 The Smoke Management Program has been implemented to combat pollution from burns  
    making slash permits required year-round  
 CFPA has formalized a Mutual Aid Agreement with cooperating rural fire districts 
 Menasha Corporation gave the district two 3000-gallon pumpers 
 Brookings Guard Station was sold, the Brookings Staff will now be located in Harbor Fire Hall 
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  “Oregonians were just starting to dig out after the ravages of the Christmas Week flood, 
when it was learned for the first time what terrific damage had been wrought by the rapid 
storm run off. Emergency Federal Funds provided the District with monies to contract for 
road repair work in addition to road maintenance work accomplished by District crews and  
equipment. In a heartening display of cooperation, landowners, logging industry and the 
public agencies succeeded in opening most of these roads by mid July.” 
 
Ronald Smith 
CFPA District Warden 
1965 Annual Report 

  “We have been blessed with Boards of Directors and memberships who were willing to approve 
new methods and machinery, District Wardens who were capable of recognizing advances, and 
dedicated field personnel whose loyalty to the district has kept them developing their abilities to 
cope with rapidly changing concepts in fire control.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Warden 
1969 Annual Report 

Wayne Barthe 
Shirley Brown [Brownie],  
Neil Lafferty,  
Don Rockwood,  

Sam Dement  
George Miller 
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CFPA Patch Designed  
by Don Rockwood 

CFPA Patch with Unit Identifier 
 Designed by Don Rockwood 

Artist Hugh Hayes  
Seal of Coos District Forester 

Old Badge Old Badge 

1910 CFPA First Fire Warden Badge 
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Miniature  
Lookout  

Built  
by  

Gold  
Beach  
Crew  

To 
 use  

in  
Prevention 

1934 Instructions 
on setting up a 
Lookout Tower 

1964 Instructions on How to Be a  Lookout  

1960’s Diagrams 
for Placement of 
the Fire Finder 
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New and Events 
 
1970 
 The district will tighten-up for stronger control on burning permits during severe weather 
 The Sears Rock Fire had a retardant bomber used and was successful at holding the fire 
 The Association used the contract helicopter on 7 fires 
 There is a need to add reporting stations to more accurately receive BI readings 
 District Maps are completed with a separate map for each unit in color 
 Gold Beach received a radiophone to bridge the communication gap with Industry  
 
1971 
 Beach fires become an issue and prompts constant patrolling 
 Prevention with civic groups, livestock associations, and professional societies begins 
 There was a vigorous poster campaign this season 
 Mountain tops were tested for repeaters, Cougar Pass, Signal Tree, and Grizzly Mt. were  
    selected 
 
1972 
 The Williams River Fire in the Millicoma Tree Farm used retardant bombers and helicopters   
    to successfully minimize damage 
 The Automatic Dispatch Plan for initial attack is being completed 
 The Forest Practices Act has gone into effect taking the place of The Conservation Act  
 Begin using Performance Appraisals instead of the Merit System 
 Cooperative work includes clearing debris from streams, piling debris, and fence building 
 The radio system was completely upgraded with base stations, mobile units, lookout units,  
    remote relays, and handheld portables 
 The truck shop has been equipped with an overhead traveling bridge crane 
 Portable hose rollers were built for each pumper 
 
1973 
 The District experienced numerous contingency move-ups 
 The wardens spent many hours on heavy fuel concentrations from stream clearance projects 
 To eliminate acreage imbalance, Oregon Department of Forestry and Siuslaw National  
    Forest implement the “closest forces” concept for Initial Attack 
 This concept increased our acreage by 22,000 acres 
 Reedsport now has a Dispatcher 
 All drivers of district fleet will be given written and vision tests 
 CFPA will concentrate on friction fires occurring from “High-Lead” logging operations 
 The Association begins using large pumpers holding 2600 gallons of water which are more    
    effective in heavy fuels 
 
1974 
 If not for the support from the USFS under the “closest forces” concept, the Sixes River Fire  
    would have developed into a project fire 
 Wardens are no longer involved with the Forest Practices Act 
 Burning Index reached well above extreme this season 
 The Tioga Guard Station was destroyed by fire December 26. The station had been broken  
    into but the cause has not been determined. 
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  “The fire load started early in June with 
lightning fires occurring in rugged terrain 
along our east boundary. These fires 
served as excellent training for new per-
sonnel. In mid September we faced a 
critical situation when east winds com-
bined with low humidity resulted in ex-
treme conditions. By following the Burn 
Index System it was necessary to invoke 
restrictions. Because of the many fires 
district efforts was almost exhausted dur-
ing this period. A general tightening up 
and stronger control over burning permits 
during severe weather is imminent.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Forester 
1970 Annual Report 
 

  “Pre-suppression activities include building and cleaning fire 
breaks, construction of hand trails, along with normal activities  
in the field of prevention, training, safety, and cooperative  
projects.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1974 Annual Report 
 

1970’s  Forest Protection Areas 

1977 Uniform Citation Codes 

1974  
Directory of  

Horse Loggers  
in Oregon 
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News and Events 
 
1975 
 The district was able to intensify cooperative projects with forest landowners 
 Several new rural fire districts have been established and others have expanded 
 Mutual Aid Agreements have been signed by nearly all Rural Protection Areas 
 Rural fire departments begin to obtain surplus tank trucks with a loan-lease agreement 
 A severe windstorm occurred in November and tore Edson Butte Lookout down 
 The same storm blew over “Finnegan’s Tree”, the largest Douglas Fir tree in the  
    world 
 
1976 
 Some time was spent trying to convert hardwood stands to coniferous Douglas Fir  
    plantations 
 The public is pushing for more control on burns around populations and estuaries  
 The district had its first illegal burning barrel fire in Pistol River that used retardant 
 Following an intensive fire occurrence survey, pre-suppression activities were adjusted to  
    better fire safe high risk areas 
 House-to-house campaigns begin inspections of burning barrels 
 Cooperation projects increase with hand trailing logging units, brushing protection roads,  
    scarification, progeny site fence construction, as well as shop personnel working on  
    equipment development projects 
 Edson Butte Tower has been rebuilt and two trailers were purchased to use in place of the  
    Tioga Station that burned 
 
1977 
 Because of drought conditions, early preparedness included activating stations early,  
    trapping of water sources, additional personnel and pumpers, and media exposure 
 Camas Creek Fire occurred this season and 10 loads of retardant were used, along with  
    strong, early attack and assistance from other agencies 
 The district imposed a Enter by Permit Restriction from August 12 to September 19 
 The Association has built-up 1200-gallon pumpers  
 
1978 
 First fire season CFPA had no incendiary fires 
 A change occurred in Public Use Zones, now called CS –2, 3, & 5 Interior Zones, and  
    CS –1 & 4 Coastal Zones 
 The Association staff was able to witness demonstrations in the “protection netting” for  
    planting stock, water pumping capabilities of the Bilgram centrifugal pump, and ignition of  
    slash by helicopter  
 
1979 
 Slash burning was minimized to landing “Yum Piles” only because of wet conditions 
 The district experienced loss of structures and recreational areas due to fires 
 Rain throughout the season significantly reduced fire danger and prevented burning indices   
    from reaching very high or extreme levels  
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  “The “Fire Safe” CETA Program, Title I and 
Title IV, was launched in Coos District which 
provided for additional crews along with over-
head and clerical assistance that were located in 
Coos Bay and Gold Beach. Following extensive 
training these crews were utilized on our various 
protection programs and of course forest fire 
control.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1975 Annual Report 
 

  “The greatest impact on the work pro-
grams were agreements with members, 
cooperators and the BLM. Seasonal 
crews prepared and burned silvicultural 
brushland reclamation areas, fence con-
struction on progeny sites, road mainte-
nance and scarification. A total of twelve 
contracts were completed during the 
year. It is important that this program be 
expanded during the 1980 calendar 
year.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1979 Annual Report 

1970’s Keep Oregon Green 
Pocket Calendar 

1970’s Keep Oregon Green 
Stickers 

Keep Oregon Green  
Mini Book on Hugh Hayes 
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1970’s Weather Drawing by Hugh Hayes 

1970’s Weather Log Book 

1976 Weather Zone Map 
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Weather Instruments  

Psychrometer 

Psychrometer 

Anemometer 

Rain Gauge 

Weather Station 
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News and Events 
 

1980 
 The concern and surveillance for “hold-over” fires during the season added to overtime  
 Operation closedowns were minimal within the Coos District through the fire season 
 Zones within our boundaries on National Forest Lands affect the Association’s private, State,  
    and BLM lands, a cooperation effort has been applied to match restrictions within these areas   
    between both protection boundaries 
 This district had 14 cooperative work contracts completed 
 Microwave equipment has been added to Grizzly Mountain 
 

1981 
 The suppressed state of the economy had a profound effect on the forest industry 
 Slash burning continues to be a fire problem for CFPA, especially in “hold-overs” 
 Fire totals and damage totals are substantially less then the ten-year average 
 Coos Forest Patrol assisted with six “project fires” in other protection districts 
 CFPA suffered extreme wind storm damage with the loss of two equipment buildings in Coos  
    Bay and two roofs, one on the office and the other on Edson Butte in the Gold Beach area 
 

1982 
 Logging activity was at its lowest level since 1932 
 The district had an increase in fires with power saws and rigging friction  
 High winds on May 25 created an unusual spring fire emergency 
 A lightning bust in September occurred on the east end of the district causing 13 fires 
 Two equipment storage buildings have been rebuilt 
 Four fire departments were formed:  Agness - Illahe, Gardner Ridge, Winchuck, and Pistol  
    River under the guidance of Larry Mollers  
 

1983 
 Coos Bay experienced heavy record setting precipitation 
 Fire danger remained low and moderate through most of the season  
 With no extended critical or extreme conditions the forest fire load dropped well below normal 
 Every fire in 1983 was under 10 acres 
 Cooperative workload is also on a decline with 7 contracts instead of 14 
 There was a formation of three fire departments in Bridge, Cape Ferrelo, and Squaw Valley 
 CFPA purchased a Probeye, heat sensing infrared viewer, used to locate hot spots and un- 
    seen fires 
 A computer communication system was installed in Coos Bay to replace the statewide tele- 
    type system 
 All handheld radios now have “Red Net” capabilities 
 

1984 
 The economy faded with significant losses through mill closures and a weakening of the  
    woods industry 
 A lightning bust passed through the district causing 6 fires 
 CFPA assisted DFPA on three boundary fires 
 Graze burning accomplishments were the best they have been in years 
 The Coos Bay crewhouse has been expanded to create an employee gathering place for  
    training and meetings  
 Several meetings are held with powerline companies in our district to discuss fire prevention 
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  “The largest fire of the year was the 138 acre Hunter Creek Fire, south of Gold Beach, which in-
volved 14 residences. All residences were saved in this rural forest interface fire operation and 
Highway 101 was closed for several hours.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1980 Annual Report 

  “New 32-channel multi-frequency radio replacements have been installed in several district vehi-
cles. These radios give our personnel capability to communicate not only statewide on the for-
estry network, but also with industry, law enforcement, and other protection agencies.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1984 Annual Report 

1985  
Initial  

Attack  
Instructions 1980  

Forest  
Practice  
Rules 
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New and Events 
 

1985 
 The lack of critical east wind periods helped moderate fire problems during the late fire season 
 The Burnt Mountain Tie Road Fire occurred, which required 20 loads of retardant and  
    exceeded $300,000 in suppression costs 
 All lightning fires were less than 2 acres 
 The Association is receiving Smoke Management Instructions the day before planning burns 
 The Dora-Sitkum Rural Fire Protection District was formed this year 
 The emergency 911 phone system was completed for Coos, Curry, and Douglas Counties 
 

1986 
 This season was considered rather severe in Oregon and although indices were high and  
    build-ups above normal, the fire load in CFPA was well below normal 
 The Humbug Mountain Fire occurred and the Association used both cat crews and crews  
    from all stations to contain the fire before daylight 
 The Association spent less fire fighting money and was reimbursed for assisting other districts 
 New 32-channel radios were installed and antennas erected at Bandon and Grizzly Mountain 
 The Gold Beach office downstairs portion was renovated and leased to Oregon Department of  
    Fish and Wildlife 
 

1987 
 The Association had a fire on Morgan Ridge and used 36 loads of retardant plus 4 helicopters  
    to contain it 
 Three graze permits rekindled on Langlois Mountain burning 736 acres, threatening  
    several residences and closing Highway 101 
 There was a total of 130 days spent outside of the district with personnel assisting other  
    agencies 
 Gold Beach Office has been remodeled to enlarge the conference room 
 

1988 
 A statewide burn ban was initiated by the State Fire Marshal 
 Fifty-four loads of retardant along with four helicopters were used to extinguish the Williams  
    River Fire that burned 687 acres 
 Due to increased fire costs, an assessment of 12.5 cents was imposed on Class I lands,  
    2.7 cents per acre on Class III 
 Managers got together to discuss the consolidation of Coos and Douglas Fire Patrol  
    Associations, the proposal was rejected 
 Radio frequencies were changed for interagency initial call up and for tactical use by all  
    agencies as well as industry and rural fire departments 
 

1989 
 Snow fell throughout the district leaving 6” at Gold Beach, 17 ½” at Bridge and 10” at Coos Bay 
 Oregon Legislature implemented a $20.00 surcharge on all improved lots within a wildland fire  
    protection district 
 Revenues from surcharge used to replenish Oregon Forest Land Protection Fund 
 Elliott State Forest funded CFPA $30,149.00 from the Surprise Creek Timber Sale 
 New underground storage tank rules prompt the removal of 5 tanks in the district 
 The Association purchased a video camera to use for fire investigations and training 
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  “Burning instructions were 
issued mid-afternoon by 
State Forestry in Salem for 
the following day’s burns. At 
7:00 am the next morning, 
Salem would leave a mes-
sage on an automatic an-
swering phone indicating 
whether the previous day’s 
instructions were still valid or 
if there would be an update 
later that morning. This sys-
tem was an improvement 
over having to wait until  
mid-morning the day of 
burning for instructions to be  
issued.” 
 
Norm Boyd 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1985 Annual Report 
 

  “1989 began the eightieth 
year of fire protection for the 
Coos Forest Protective As-
sociation which organized 
on April 9, 1910 and was 
incorporated at Marshfield 
on July 6, 1938. This anni-
versary saw  Norm Boyd, 
District Supervisor for 24 
years, retire in April. Norm’s 
retirement attracted 220 
people to recognize his 48 
years of service to Oregon 
Forestry.” 
 
Neil Lafferty 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1989 Annual Report 

1980’s CFPA Fire Prevention Plan 

1980’s CFPA Media Relations Guide 
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 1980’s Coos Forest Patrol Closures Zone Map 

1989 Oregon  
Forest Rules  
and Statutes 

1989 Fireline 
Handbook 
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1980’s Wildland Urban Interface 
Books and Drawings 
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New and Events 
 
1990 
 Burn bans were established by the State Fire Marshall for a couple of weeks 
 Passing of House Bill 3475 requires burn fees for Smoke Management 
 Reclassification work in Curry County re-class Graze Lands to Timber Lands 
 CFPA institutes the Drug Screening Program 
 To meet standards, the Association begins offering training in the Incident Command System 
 A new repeater was installed on Snow Camp 
 Edson Butte established as the District Frequency and set up with a district repeater 
 The new computer system is in place 
 
1991 
 Burning Indices reached “Extreme” 27 times in the interior and twice along the coastal strip 
 The Whisky Run Fire burned 225 acres of gorse, in a matter of hours, and was incendiary  
 ODF and BLM make considerable changes to their protection agreement, the first since 1988 
 A computer engine analyzer was purchased for the shop 
 
1992 
 CFPA updated its By-Laws, which are adopted to reflect current laws and changes 
 A warm and dry weather pattern resulted in the driest May on record 
 Conditions prompt a fire prevention newsletter for communications with industry 
 Statewide conditions prompted move-ups to other State Agencies  
 CFPA adopted the Physical Ability Testing Policy  
 
1993 
 East winds after fire season cause many slash burns to rekindle, which lead to  
    23 fires in one week, with Curry County having 10 fires in less than 24 hrs 
 Fire personnel were already off for the winter and a “hire back” was implemented  
 On a 24-hour rotation, 650 firefighters were on the fire line on 3 of the largest fires – Joe 
    Hall, China Creek, and Myers Creek 
 Prevention signs are being replaced throughout the district 
 December saw CFPA with fire once again, with 124 acres at Goat Rock which was finally laid  
    to rest on Christmas Eve 
 A new vehicle and radio numbering system has been implemented 
 Pre-Plan Dispatch has been upgraded to reflect changes of adjoining agencies 
 The shop had a hydraulic hoist installed 
 
1994 
 A new fire prevention co-op was formed  
 Myrtle Point Fire District was approved by voters 
 A new interagency Performance Based Qualification System went into effect 
 A study has been conducted to check the efficiency and effectiveness of the Industrial Fire  
    Inspection Program 
 The Legislature passed a bill granting authority of use for Uniform Citations 
 NFDRS – National Fire Danger Rating System goes into effect and is used for tracking fire  
    behavior 
 “Airboy” systems were purchased for the dozers 
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  “Rural-forest interface 
areas pose a significant 
wildfire risk to people 
and resources. A study, 
identifying and mapping 
the hazard risks lands, 
was conducted under a 
matching grant to the 
State Forester from the 
Federal Emergency 
Management 
Administration.” 
 
Neil Lafferty 
CFPA District Supervisor 
1990 Annual Report 
 

“The NFDRS operates 
solely off information 
received from Automated 
Weather Stations. Be-
cause of the lack of this 
automated information, a 
new station has been 
installed on Red Mound, 
north of Brookings. 
Three additional stations 
are planned for the dis-
trict.” 
 
Gene Brock 
CFPA District Manager 
1994 Annual Report 
 

1990’s  
Pre-Plan  
Dispatch  

Blocks  
Map: 
Curry 

County 

1990’s  
Pre-Plan  
Dispatch  
Blocks  
Map: 
Coos 
And 
Douglas 
Counties 
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News and Events 
 

1995 
 Two fires in populated areas and response from the rural fire departments prevented disaster 
 BLM accomplished a major burning project of a “backlog” of slash 
 District begins using on-camera interviews for the prevention messages of the Association 
 The Federal Excess Personal Property – FEPP Program – has been restructured and reorganized 
 The Radio Program has been expanded to include State Parks Service, Oregon Department of  
    Fish and Wildlife and Oregon Department of Corrections 
 The Industrial Fire Prevention Program shifted from ODF to CFPA  
 OR-OSHA regulations require any person called to a fire to have Basic Wildland Fire training 
 

1996 
 The historical museum and 40-foot lookout tower at Headquarters has been completed 
 Labor, materials, as well as money was donated by members and cooperators for the project 
 The Forest Officer Handbook has been completely redrafted and updated  
 The State Incident Mobilization Plan was completed to reflect training of employees 
 The district completed a six-year forest land classification where 21,215 acres were reclassified 
 The FEPP program is instrumental in helping fire departments acquire much needed equipment 
 Bridge has been converted for more office space 
 

1997 
 In September, a lighting storm went over the district with 1,430 strikes, but only seven fire starts 
 CFPA prevention efforts reached a record number of young people this year at 6,017  
 CFPA, USFS, and local fire chiefs are working with Southwestern Community College to develop  
    an Associates Degree in Wildland Fire Science 
 CFPA hosted training for over 691 industry, fire departments, ODF, BLM, and USFS personnel 
 Both Coos Bay and Gold Beach have developed in-house training facilities 
 The Interagency Initial Attack Assessment study was completed after six years  
 

1998 
 Landowners’ quick responses prevented the major problems that usually occur from rekindles 
 Forest Officers receive field training and classroom instruction to prepare for the IFIP Program 
 It is noteworthy to mention that the Umpqua Tree Plant still continues 
 CFPA employees receive Instructor I and Instructor II training 
 Fire Department personnel receive Wildland Fire Training to meet new standards in case of a  
    conflagration 
 Assessment rolls were reconfigured to a “map order” and an “account order” to ensure accuracy 
 The Association beta tested the new Arc View Program in Curry County 
 

1999 
 Gold Beach and Bridge have added dispatch responsibilities for USFS resources 
 The Whisky Run Fire burned 380 acres of dense gorse and was caused by arson 
 The USFS had a fire on Mt. Emily, this was the Association’s first project fire in Unified Command 
 The Association has a dedicated phone line used as the District Closure Line 
 CFPA now has a web site  
 The implementing of IQS – Incident Qualification System – was successful at tracking and  
    documenting training of firefighters 
 The Y2K Protection Package is being introduced to all employees preparing for what could occur at   
    the start of the year 2000 
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  “Our active fire prevention program kept district personnel in the public eye. Fire 
prevention, fire safety, and public awareness information was conveyed to the 
general public at fairs, festivals, parades, and state and county parks.”  
 
Gene Brock 
CFPA District Manager 
1995 Annual Report 

  “We should reflect on the original reason for the Association. It was formed by the 
local landowners in 1910 to protect their timberlands from fire. This concept has re-
mained in place, with the landowners still maintaining control and input on the opera-
tions and management of their lands.” 
 
Gene Brock 
CFPA District Manager 
1999 Annual Report 

Fire  
Danger  
Sign 

Smokey  
Bear 

Prevention  
Sign 
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1996 Coos Forest Protective Association Museum 
Built by CFPA Employees 

Materials donated by Landowners and Members 
Old Sign from County Line 

Old 1937 Tower at Coos Bay Station 
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Historic Pieces in the Coos Forest Protection Association Museum 
Top — Telephones , Telephone Line, Portable Phone, Weather Vanes,  

Hygrothermegraph 
Below —  Fire Fighter Tools, Lookout Supplies, Nozzles, Pumps 
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News and Events 
 

2000 
 The district had a private Type lll Helicopter on stand-by due to statewide fire starts and drying 
 Slash disposal is at its highest since 1989 
 Industrial Fire Inspections are continuing to assure that operations are in compliance 
 Fire Prevention is being delivered to the public at homesteads to be sure they are wildfire safe 
 

2001 
 CFPA sent personnel with all three ODF Incident Management Teams to fight lightning fires 
 The lookouts report steady east winds at 20-40 mph, Bosley Butte recording 61 mph in October 
 Landowners and operators are shutting down their operations when warranted by weather 
 CFPA/ODF had a new sign made for the entrance to the Coos Bay Headquarters 
 This Association sponsored 24 classes this season and provided training to over 777 individuals 
 Spotfires, a dispatching and mapping system, has been installed in the dispatch computer 
 

2002 
 An Entry By Permit Closure was initiated this season 
 A two-day thunderstorm event with dry lightning caused several hundred fires across the state 
 Residents are instructed on making their homes fire safe and defensible 
 A major windstorm passed through in February, taking 5 roofs apart and breaking 2 large trees 
 The USFS Biscuit Fire, started by lightning, burned 500,000 acres of forest land in the Rogue- 
    Siskiyou National Forest and threatened private land within CFPA on a 30-mile fire front 
 With a Unified Command System, only 274 acres of private land were burned during the  
    Biscuit Fire 
 

2003 
 With Title lll funding, CFPA had 3 County Youth Crews, 16- & 17-year-olds in Coos, Curry, and  
    Western Douglas Counties 
 The largest incident was the 63 acre Hoodman Road Fire on Coos County Lands 
 Local firefighters stated they had never seen weather conditions as they had on the Hoodman  
    Road Fire in July 
 ODF requested two budgets, one to reflect major cost reductions and the other to reflect an 
    “adequate level of protection” 
 The district begins using “Pre-Season” Agreements for potential manpower and equipment  
    needed for fire fighting 
 “On the job” training was utilized this season with 80 Initial Attack Fires and 4 Extended Attack  
    Fires 
 The Association begins plans for fire detection cameras to be placed on lookouts 
 The Association also begins plans for simulcast radio frequencies throughout the entire district 
 

2004 
 Boyd Arnot was honored this year for 45 years of service as a Board Member  
 The district had another fire in the Coos County Forest, the John B Fire, which burned 43 acres,  
    and mirrored the Hoodman Road Fire 
 Personnel have been trained and qualified for key positions on the Incident Management Teams 
 The paint shop has been converted to a fabrication shop with needed equipment at Coos Bay 
 CFPA begins upgrading computer and software systems to comply with ODF standards 
  Seasonal employees work in the cooperative program to gain knowledge of forest management 
 BLM provided funds to allow this district to purchase equipment to aid in a GIS Program 
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  “Employees were sent to fires 
throughout Northeast Oregon and 
as far away as New Mexico. The 
value of such experience will benefit 
Coos Forest Protective Association 
as these firefighters gained skills to 
qualify them for positions in the Inci-
dent Management Team. This type 
of “real world” training is essential to 
provide our local landowners with 
highly skilled, professional firefight-
ers.” 
 
Gene Brock 
District Manager 
2000 Annual Report 

  “The fires were successfully suppressed 
in true Association style – teamwork. 
Landowners, operators, and other agen-
cies working side-by-side. It is my belief 
that teamwork builds a strong organiza-
tion. Over the past year, I have seen the  
camaraderie of our organization get 
stronger. District personnel continually 
strive to maintain working relationships 
with all partners that help maintain our 
strong Association.” 
 
Michael Robison 
District Manager 
2004 Annual Report 

2008 CFPA  
Industrial Inspection Flyer 

2008 CFPA / DFPA  
Industrial Inspection Flyer 

2000’s   
Fire Fighters  
Pocket Card 
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New and Events 
 

2005 
 The Association had two operator fires called into the office on the same day, merely 5 minutes  
    apart from each other, Camas with 179 acres burned, and Marlow with 44 acres burned 
 Sandy Creek Fire, 2 days before Camas and Marlow, burned 35 acres and was caused by a  
    recreational smoker in an operation 
 Operator deficiencies are on a steady decline on Industrial Fire Inspections 
 The truck shop has been updated with a 15,000 pound Mohawk lift 
 Build-ups of all engines, with boxes, tanks and lights, are built in the fabrication shop 
 The two district dozers had straight blades put on to increase efficiency of building fireline 
 KOG has supplied CFPA with a new Smokey Bear suit 
 Curry County Wildfire Preparation Team visits homes and evaluate on fire risk 
 The USFS Rogue-Siskiyou National Forest Blossom Fire burned 14,000 acres and CFPA  
    assisted in suppression efforts with personnel  
 

2006 
 The 15-acre Oberman Fire, south of Bandon, forced the evacuation of an RV Park 
 A series of arson fires caused the Fall Creek Fire, which burned 142 acres of slash 
 Tailgate sessions on a regular basis have been added to our Industrial Fire Inspections 
 The 3 Associations presented an appeal to the Oregon Workers Compensation Board to  
    change their Class Code from 2704 to a Class Code of 2697, which is 10 times less in cost 
 The Coos Bay Fire Department donated a substantial gift of exercise equipment to CFPA 
 

2007 
 Thanks to the media and public awareness, CFPA early spring fires are virtually non-existent 
 The 90-acre Whisky Run fire threatened 50 homes in the Seven Devils Area  
 CFPA beta tested the revision of the Smoke Management Plan and data system  
 Employees have been taking great strides in the prevention program by developing skits and  
    plays complete with props and costumes for the youth prevention program 
 CFPA has begun the Oregon Forestland Urban Interface Fire Prevention Act, Senate Bill 360 
 The contract for helicopter services was made with Reforestation Services Incorporated 
 Special thanks to Dave and Kathy Strain for providing CFPA a helibase on their property and to  
    Plum Creek Timberlands for allowing flexibility with RSI to maintain fire readiness  
 CFPA purchased a new 35-ton gooseneck lowboy trailer 
 

2008 
 A waterhole development project organized the clearing and repair of existing waterholes   
 Detection cameras are in full use and plans to complete the entire district are moving forward 
 Many lookouts are being dismantled and replaced with steel towers 
 CFPA has purchased the USFS station in Brookings 
 The CFPA Board Room has been remodeled with handcrafted tables and signs, and dedicated  
    to Boyd Arnot for 49 years of service 
 BLM and CFPA develop new Smokey Bear signs and place them in high public use areas 
 

2009 
 Down economy impacts budgets and challenges the Association 
 The Association had a successful fire season with the largest fire burning 14 acres 
 Board of Directors and Association Management commitment to organize CFPA’s 100th Event 
 Radio simulcast program expanded to include Southern Coos County 
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  “A historic event occurred away from the fire line in 2005 when all three active Associations, 
Coos, Douglas, and Walker Range, signed a new forestland protection agreement with the Oregon 
Department of Forestry. This new agreement replaces an agreement that has been in effect since 
1975. Many years of hard work by Association and ODF personnel were needed to craft this new 
agreement. It signifies a strong working relationship in fire protection between associations, land-
owners, ODF, and the people of Oregon.” 
 
Michael Robison 
District Manager 
2005 Annual Report 

Renowned forestry artist Ken 
Brauner with Coos Forest Pro-
tective Association, District Man-
ager, Michael Robison, discuss-
ing the painting that signifies 100 
Years of Fire Protection with 
CFPA 

Ken Brauner 
Oil Painting  

“Planning  
The Attack” 
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  “The thought that this Association is 100 years old is overwhelming. The effort, the commitment, 
the passion and the leadership of all people involved is truly outstanding. The goal of being the 
best, building relationships and protecting the resources by suppressing fires small has served the 
Landowners, the people of Oregon and the Association well.” 
 
Michael Robison 
District Manager 
2009 Annual Report 
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2000’s Spotfires 
Lightning Tracker System 
Computer Program 

2000’s CFPA  
Whitepaper  

Systems 
Pre-Plan  
Dispatch 

and  
Out-of-District  

Dispatches 
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2000’s Dispatch Map 
Created Using GPS 



 

2000’s Fitness and Safety 
Pack Test 
Work Out Room 

2000’s Vehicles 
Built Up 

At Coos Bay 
Fabrication Shop 
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2000’s Prevention 
Home Shows 
School Skits 
Fair Booths 

County Parades 

2000’s  Tools 
Defensible Space  House  

Sand Tables 
Fire Danger Signs 



 

 The Fire Warden 
 
  Forest fires, although the causes vary, the outcome is a relentless force of flame, grueling in-
tense heat, strong tremendous wind, dangerous unforgiving terrain, mixed with thick suffocating 
smoke, followed by destruction of a great forest.  
  Forest Fires are a way of life for firefighters and since the beginning, fires have been the driving 
force behind the individuals who have molded this Association.  
  From the first day, it was addressed that the people that work for Coos Forest Patrol will be 
treated fairly, with dignity and be respected. The need for mentally strong, physically endured, 
and well-trained individuals greatly outweighed any other need. Any and all avenues were made 
available throughout the one hundred years of our existence. Technology, training, improve-
ments, and knowledge coupled with concern, admiration, encouragement, and support are the 
staples that all Board of Directors and District Wardens used in the management of the Associa-
tion. 
  There has always been an ever increasing need to keep up with the changing world around us, 
to implement every possible tool to the firemen, every possible learned technique, and to keep 
these changes constant. If not for the forest fires, then for the landowners themselves, that with-
out, Coos Forest Patrol would not exist. 
  Two immediate needs were to access the timbered areas and communications to call for help 
when the fires occurred. These needs were remedied with the few men this Association had 
available to perform these tasks. The hand building of hundreds of miles of trails, clearing of 
brush, taking out boulders, removing trees, burning slash, digging down to dirt, with countless 
hours of tough, hard labor, provided access to our hazardous areas. The installation of a tele-
phone system, hundreds of miles long, gathering tree poles, line wire, connectors, hauling sup-
plies, digging holes, installing poles, stringing wire, connecting pole to pole, testing, with many, 
many hours of re-doing this exhausting work, provided communications to firefighters in our 
boundaries. These men used and cared for horses and donkeys needed to perform their given 
tasks. These accepted tasks took over 25 years to complete.  
   The supplies were purchased yearly as budgeted items. Every season the men hired by this 
Association would start around May building trails and installing telephone lines. Many years 
when the season was overrun with fire, the trails and telephone lines would be put on hold. 
There were seasons when fire costs exceeded the budget and no money was available to pur-
chase supplies. These delays were disturbing knowing the need was so great. Fires continued to 
occur in massive numbers, destruction to timber was mounting. It became apparent that the 
creation of trails and telephone lines would have to continue. No evidence was more fitting then 
the destructive Tioga Fire of 1919 that damaged 6,080 acres of timber. Between 1910 and 1929, 
a crew of between 15 to 30 men built over 1,700 miles of trails and over 500 miles of telephone 
line installations. Between 1930 and 1949 a crew of between 25 to 42 men, with assistance from 
The Civilian Conservation Corps, built over 1,400 miles of trails, over 440 miles of roads, and 
over 1,100 miles of telephone lines.  
    Through the early years, these men were trained on the fire, and some had no training at all. 
They approached fires on foot, with horses, packing their supplies, only to arrive and find a much 
larger destruction then they could contain. They worked fires in plain clothes, 10 to 40 days of 
grueling labor with no time off, they slept in the vicinity of the fire, they had very little to eat. Wa-
ter for the fires was scarce, tools were few. It took much time and effort to not only respond to 
the fire, but to also extinguish the fire. More immediate needs became apparent, more men were 
needed, as well as tools and equipment. During this time of growing, the district had decided that 
cabins built in remote areas would be of great benefit to the timber owners for the reason that 
the wardens would be strategically located thereby reducing response time, further reducing  
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destruction to timber. Accepted by the Board of Directors as a benefit, the building of cabins 
began as well as construction of lookout posts. Between 1910 and 1929 a total of 19 cabins 
had been built and 5 lookout posts. The cabins, lookouts, and trails were all connected to the 
telephone lines. When the men were put on duty for the season, they moved to these cabins, 
which stored the tools and supplies for the entire season. With the transfer from horses to 
automobile, roads became essential. With a valuable telephone line, the need for many more 
lookouts for forest visibility became one of our greatest assets. It also became apparent that 
with a greater ability to travel through the protection areas, stations needed to be established 
and manned year-round. Between 1930 and 1949 a total of 2 cabins, 13 lookouts, and 6 com-
plete stations including residences had been built. These were also connected to the tele-
phone system.  
  As time passed, the duties of these firemen became more diverse. With the passing of Ore-
gon Laws and the creation of Weather Forecasts, the need for patrol and issuing permits, in-
spection of logging operations and management of slash disposal, working side by side with 
other agencies, caring and management for lookouts, maintaining tools and supplies, and in-
creasing public knowledge of fire prevention, there was now a reason to become proficient in 
the new role  
  They now had many tasks before them. They worked with loggers, ranchers, travelers, the 3 
C’s, the USFS, Oregon & California Land Company, Railroad Companies, Board of Forestry, 
local newspapers and radio stations. They had to know their job, teach prevention, be a public 
promoter, learn to operate equipment, understand their area, know the district, instruct new 
men, improve conditions in camps, build roads, fire breaks and bridges, all while providing 
much needed protection.  
  The crew men became Wardens, law enforcers, land surveyors, radio operators, engine re-
pair specialists, tree planters, mutual aid responders, logging debris modifiers, land owner 
mentors, beach protectors, camp ground specialists, county fair and forest workshop partici-
pants as well as Forest Practice Officers.     
    Our Wardens have been transformed into Forest Officers that needed to know interpreta-
tion, record keeping, map making, to become Youth Corps leaders, State Fire Team advo-
cates, airplane and helicopter coordinators, prevention sign makers and water hole develop-
ers, burn index and spot forecast managers, safety instructors, communication specialists, and 
stay available for that fire bell at all times.  
   As technology changed, the Fire Fighter/Warden/Forest Officer needed extensive training, to 
learn and understand computers, to implement GIS, to work with software programs, as well 
as be proficient in intervention, inspection, management, cooperation, they had to acknowl-
edge cell phones, detection cameras, digital cameras, laptop computers, to work with foam, 
automated weather stations, learn new forestry, and teach the Coos Forest Protective Asso-
ciation mission to all. 
  Fire Fighters, although the men come from various backgrounds, the outcome is a relentless 
desire to stop the force of flame, endure the heat, sustain the wind, dodge falling debris, toler-
ate the thick smoke, followed by the satisfaction that the great forest was spared yet another 
day. 
  The people that began this business with this personal acceptance, have handed down 
through the generations this same personal acceptance.  
  
Coos Forest Protective Association 
100 years of Fire Protection 
 People, Fire, Relationships 
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 Coos Forest Protective Association 
2010 Staff 
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